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.. • • I I 
----- · -- -- ~ -----.' -- __ . _ ____ ___: __ ·--- -~-- -'- h ---
.. . J . . . . . ' IJ 
The pur.pos~ of this study is · ·tq determi,ne by using the Da·le-Chall .' · 
. \ 
• • . • p '--
·Readabjlity Formula! (1) the-'readability level of the social.studies and . "" 
. . <.... • •• 
' ' : ~ 
science textbooks -recolllTiended bY'. the Newfoundland Department 'of Education 
\ 
for .use in 'grades four, ~_five~ six, seven and eight; (2) ~he re~dabiljty 
. ' 
leve,. of · two s-~ries of science textbooks whi1=h .are at· present under ·consi.:: 
"' , . . . 
deratio~ f?r fu:the r 'use in '-grades four, ·five, and. six; (3) whether the . 
' 
reading difficulty. of the soc j a 1 studies. and· ~c~ ence ·· textbooks increases at 
a .uhi form rate f~ th~ ·~~gi nni.~g to t~-~ end of . the book. . . · · 
1 
•• • 
• . . . f 
'· . 




·a majority of the textbooks sampled conforms to their publishers designated ··· 
. . . . . ·• .. ' . ·- . . 
. ' 
" Y:'\' 
gr~de-1 eve 1·; at grade four -aud grad~ _? i X none of the textbooks , Samp 1 ed COn·-· 
' . ... 
formto their publisher's designated gr_ade-lev.el since all scored above,. 
• ' I':) • ' \ • 
., , • . 0. . " . 
and at grade eight the majority of t'e4books sampled 'flo not-conform to . ·. 
. 0 
their ~ublisher's designated grade-level but scored above it. 
. ' 1 ; ~ I .. ,, 
.:. 
.. 
. ·To the question concerning the extent. to wh i ch the Sall)pl ea text~· 
., 
books at each-. g~d~~level - exhibit a desjr·able internal pr'ogression from· 
, . - . . . "'} 
·less diffi<;ult to more difficult .reading material, the re?ults show that 
. I I ·I ' 
• • • (I 
one of the te~tbooks - at each'grade-level exhib-... ~ ... .. ~,-;::_ :-... ' . . {;;,·" . . ' . r' -~:;·· ·r;· -.. a.1....9rades four and e 1 ght, 
. p ~ 1\_, . '-"'-",:'. -.- ~ :: 
. - - . . .. . \i. . . -
"it_e,9 t~e :~sired _i~_te~,nal progression; at gra~es five _and seven, two of , 
. . . ::- . G~ , l.i,.. . 
the ~textboo~? -at .e(lt:h :grade-level exhibited the desired internal progress-. . 
• ; ~ . . . ... • , 1 . • . ~ .- • • • . . ' • " 
ion ~ . and .at grade -siX·, . three of the textbooks ~t this grade-lev.el exhibited 
· the desired internal progression. 
• . . . I 
. . . 
J .... • • 
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• CHAPTER I ... 
~--'----'-----·~·-------
. . .. ~ 
. ' 
.THE .PROBiEM AND D-EFINITION 0~ TERMS USED 
lNTRODUCT I ON 
,... 
~· · Reading- is ~~ill the mos_~ impo.~tant m1ans wherl?bY ~ersons gain 
information., skills, and ·entertainment. The effect1venes"s with which 
' . ~ ' 
. I . , , . , . . . 
books, newspapers-, and magazines convey'· this information re,mains an im-
" 
\ 
po~tant problem. Newspaper .and magazine .editors are becoming in~reasingly 
aware of the .deficiencies- in' their instruments for commu~icating 'idea·~. 
Th~Y. a\.e becoming more' a~nd more interested. in deve~opi~g materia·l .~hat is.' .. 
. . . 
. rea~able ta· the publ,ia. Early methods or attempts to· improve .readabil.ity -
" wer~ usual-ly subjective. In recent years 'these methods have been tna~e , · 
• 




· An accumulation of research during the last . twenty yearshas ·: 
· develope,d be.tter methods of measuring· readability . Dale says . ~hat most 
of. this research has come from educators who needed a method ·of selecting 
. . . . 1 . .l . 
books for the different· grades. Thatl_fir~t grade textbooks shou.ld be . 
. 
. ·./ easier than those of the second. grade is obvious, but selecti"':Jg the proper 
.. . 
gradient is much more difficult. ··, . .. 
.. 
At 1:he pres.erit tj.me, ·;~a~d ·i~g' t~;ts in the elementa1y grades are ·. 
b~i n~· carefully- wri t~eh· . • • j ' The mode.r.oreading program makes provisions ·for 
reading materialp.that is on the readil)g .level of:the ch.ild'"' No exp~nse .. 
_ .. :)_ 
,. ' 
'· 
. ·---l , 1Edgar .Da 1 e, Readab.i li 'ty A Pub 1 icat ion of the Nati orl'ai Convention . 















' "· . .J ~ ' 
- ( . , ·" 
. • ~ J, . -is--.s~ared in provi din~si.~ . readers and supplementary reader-~ :,that are . 
ne~ded tb rileet .the interests· and abinties .of the ~hi . :td •• Th·e teacher of ··. ,,-
... . 
. 2 I 
f • "- ... ' ~~ ,• . ' ' I , , , fl ro' 
_ _......·· ___ . _._. _. _ .. :re~~-i ~g_oo_J_onger::....p.uts_~-:textbook-1-abel--led-grad-r-fo~~ or,ratlefiVe)'h~i' .. -. - - -
, · '· the hands. o.f .a pupil who is in grade four. or grade five · simply tie cause he t 
.. . 
Cl ·~ • 
. ' 
• 
. -1 ; , . ..? - J' 
is i.n that ·gr~~e~· We know that su~cess is .important t .o ·the chi1t, and ! 
. . . . . I 
.that he c~nnot· succeed if the textbook put into his hands is beyond his ( 
~ 
I ·I 
capacity to read. The~'efor~, the problem. of fitting the reading text- r 
. . . 
book to th~ reading· abil_~ ty of the child should be, given equal consid~.i--a-
... 
tion in the fields-. bf ~ocial .s~~die~ and scie~: 
' . I , :. · . . . , 
'· 
The treme,ndous· improve!flents that have .be'en made . in the read.91g 
programs o'f our elementary school .have been achi'eVed th~ough the wotk 
- . . . . .. . . I 
. • . ' . . e 
. of inves~igato? in th_e fi~ld of readi.ng wh~ have don~ so mu~h in .rheir.' 
study o.f the mechanic's.and the psychological aspects of reading . . {' .. 
PubJ i shers have apprec.iated· the importance .of the~e efforts and ~~ve · ~n-: 
. . . ... . I . . ,. 
deavored .. to control the varioys aspects of reading difficulty. Numerous 
. . . . . , .. I 
. studies. of th: vpe:abulari es of ~hi ldren· have res'ulted ; n basic volbbu'l ar.y . 
lists which are being used in the readfng texts. Other stud·i~s ~'ave been 
made whith are concerned with determinil')g when and how rapidly the vocabu-
lary should ~be i.n~roduced in. the tex\books~ Just as it is true that skil~'­
/ L· full~ · -~repared textbooks are needed in reading to . increase the pupil's 
L (~ }. , , 
"' chancf?'11of success,. only limited success can be achieved in building a 
' . social studies or science program that fits the needs of the children with-. • . I . 
/ · out ski1lfull/ pre~ared social studies and scienc'e teHbooks . 
~ The specfal i st~in social studies and science materials must be. 
.acqu.ainted . wi~h the fact that~e need · f~ re~dable..,books is esptciall; . 
I . 
.... =-- . 
· ~,-. 
-~ )' . . - •l, 
b • 
... . ' l r 
., 






( , I I 
j , \ .. , ·. 
. I• • ·• 
. 
' . ! . 
. Qrea~ w~e~.the chilp begins to use /ea~·in:~. a~ a·~ool in learn.ing. ·subje~t 




matter. Those speci~lists must have an u~rstanding of the read.i[lg in-




'\ ' ' ' 
t~xtbooks they construct. . , - " 
. ! 
. . I . 4 " . • .q} 
Teac;hers.are ·ultimately responsible.,for matching. the book with · 
. '. .. ' ·. 
the reader. They dep,end on au tho~, publishers, researchers· and curd cu- ' . 
. : \· 
lum supervisors to provide them with a~curately. graded textbooks·. 
• I f ~ \ • • 0 " 
I ' ' ' 
In shortt \ ·· 
. \ 
teachers need some degree of. certainty that the textbooks they are using 
~ • • 0 - ! • 
match the reading le.vel of the stu.dents ana that those textbooks will- : 
I . 






; . . . / 
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'· I 
'\ 
P.URPOSH OF THE STUDY 
~ . .· 
~ . f 
T.=xS~···· ·. 
" , J 
·It is the purpose of this , study to determine by using the)Dale-
, • " ' I 




sci'l~nce textbooks recommended by' the Newfoundland Department of Education r 
II I t ,. 
for use i-.. n grades four, five, s1x,-seven, and eight; (2} the readability 
. . . ......-
leve·l of twD"series of science textbooks which are at present under con-
· sideration for further use in grade~ four, five, and six; (3) whether .' 
th~ reading dHf'iculty of the social studies and science textbooks i.n-
• 0 • 
.. 
n . o 
creases .at a. uniform rate from the beginning to · the end of the books. 
tl, 
r . 
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 
!t ·r,., 
· This inv~stigation a~d its conclusiorl w.ill' 6e of·direct value ~o 
# •. I . 
elementary and iunior h~gh ~cho&l t~ache~s in Newfoundland, in that it 
} , I 
will provide them· with information concerning the readability of there-
. . 
. cbmmended social studies and science textbooks for us~ i·n/ grades four, • 
five, six, seven, an(eight, .. as co[llputed by.the use .of 'the:: oal.e-Chall· for· ·· 
.. mula. The teachers · in ' the elementary and junior high grades will be .able 
. I 
"' to assign those books ·with a much .higher- degree of accuracy .to a particular 




Certain assumptions underlying this study are · the following: 
.. 
(1.) tha~ vocabulary load and sentence length are s)gnificant 
" . " 
determinants of . r.eadi ng diffi cu1 ty. 
' n 
(2) that the reading level of ·a ·socia·l studies and s<:ience text-
bi)ok ·may interfer·e ·with or contri1~ute to a · s~~essful learning· of bas.ici 
.... ~ --"/-~ / ..,. . 
. ·;..~; 
.J,. . ' I ~ • 
. . I . 
0 
' ' 








.• -t;, __ 
. · ,"1 
• i I I . 
concepts in social .studies or s'ci~nce. 
. . 
(3) that the l>evel of reading difficulty of reading mate.rial in 
.;. 
I J 
..:?: __ a g1i ven· soci a 1 studies and science· te:x tbook should .correspond to the pub-
.  ' 
·-
I 
li~her's desi~n~~ed grade-level. 
.LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
-\ 
I 
(1) T~e social studies and science texbooks sampled .in this ·study 
... 
ar~ nmited to -the recoll]lllended texts for use in grades four, five, six, 
. -
-v' 
seven~ and eight in Newfoundland schools~ and the two se~ies of science 
-t~xtbooks which ar~ at present under consideration'and testfng for furthe~ 
use in oracles four, f{ve, ~nd six in Newfoundland schools ~ 
... 
(2) The · r:eadabiJity formula that will be used is the Oal·e-Chall 
' . 
Readability Formula, -whict}, measures, vocabulary 1 o~d and sentence 1 ength. 
The formula does not reflect any conceptual difficul~ie~ ~aused by varied 
contextual meanings of words, idiomatic expressions, or the ratio _of ab--
. s trac.t and cone rete tenns. As a rna tter of fact no fo~mu 1 a in current ,Vie 
is capable of meas.u_ring all as-pects ~f ~eading difficulty.: ' 
DEFINITION OF TERMS USED n 
S,1nce· the following terms have technical meanings i n relation to 
. . 
• • • c. 
this study, they' are defined to ensure accuracy _of understanding. · 
• c• o , 
Readability as appli ed in .the Dale.:.chall Read.ability Formula refe.rs · 
"" ' 
' I 
to the 1eve1 of diffi cuhy of p:i nted l}later_}a1 s, based upon average sen- ' 
--tence length and pe r_:centage of unfamiliar words. 
Reading leve l ~as two~eanings: on the one hand it refers to the 
' > publ.isher's desigl')ation of a t extbook's readability fQr ~speci fic ·grade-
level; on the oth~~ - h-and it is, wittri-n.'the Dale-Chall- .Readability Formula, 
II ~ t ' ' ' 
• _.1· \ 
( 






a _ pr~di~tion cif the range of Qrade-levels ~ithin wh{ch reader~ will 
pro~ably hav~ · success ~n und~~taking a t~xtbook.2 
- ¢ 
Dale~Chall Raw Scote is the score ~aJculated from the proportion 
of unfamiliar wqrds and the average sentence length· for each s~mple pas.: 
. sage taken for the readability ·analysi,s for each t~xtbook. ' ,\ 
Unfamiliar Words are words which do .not appear oh the Dale List 
. . ~ ' . 
of 3000 Fam1 1 i ar Words. 










• ,; ~ u 
• I 
·' . 
.· .. . . · . . ' 
.. 
of urifamil iar words 
. 
" .. "- ' : ' 
. . ~ .. ..... ... 







to • •• 
", 
. 2George Klare, The Measure~ent of Readability 
· ·' . . . ·univ.~.:"sity_ P~~ss:~- 19~3), P.~ 34. 
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CHAPTER I I. , 
I . 
·I I . . 
REL~TED ISSUES IN, READING, READ~BILITY, 
AND ~EADING MATERIALS 
-This chapt~r is cdncerned with explaining the larger context of 
reading issue·s to which the concept ·of readabjlity ·;s ·related. Readabili-
r'""'" ·····- "· .. -:- ~ ::... • 
ty .formulas aid in the description a·nd selection of reading materials and 
I ' · . • o • ' 
thus have something 'to say' about s~ine ' of the , pr~blem's . which. arise .from the 
. . 
nat'u~e of reading and tlie composjti.on of reading mtl:terials. ·An under_-, 
standing of these issoes is a necessary' prequisite for· in-telligent use of 
\ ; . ' .. " . 
readabili~y · for~u~s \in asses~i-ng reading. !".aterials. 
I \ • , 
THE NATURE oF-READING 
~ -.. : 
...... 
Reading has _::been var-iously defi~ed by qiffer;nt wrYters·a.nd at 
··., 
4. ' . ; "' ' ; 
different peri~ds in history. At · one time a narrow co~ception of read~ng · ~~ · 
. . • . . ' ....-------- 'l> . • . 
pre_v_ai.le'd . . Not ~nfreque.:nt_ly it was defined as the <process_ 'Of recognizing_ 
. . 
printed ·or written symbols. 1 The pr~ponents of this _ vi~w maintained that 
- -. 
. . 
the comprehension -and interp~tation of meaning were not ·part of the 
I - ~~, . • o 
reading act but involved· ~upplementary though~ process. Q 
. ' 
. . 
This writer does not view reading a~ a ~recess of r~pid recogniti~n 
\., ' 0 
- of ~one word after another ~ Rather, thiS writer:: views reading as a process 
. . I . . 
. 
of fusing the meaniniof single word~ jnto a sequ~nce of meaning. However, 
• ., . , . I . , , , , • 
decoding the pdnted word is still· a . fundamental skill because you mustoe · 
' . . ' \. . . . . ·. . . 
· . . 
1 Leo~ard Bloo~fiel. d \and Clarence .Barnhart, Let.•s Read (Det'roit: ·· 
Way~e Universi_tY.._Pp~ss, 1~~~ ) • • · 
... 
7 




able to decode words before you can get meaning from them So. the more ·. 
~ 
car.eful-ly and accurately the .f!lechanical skill of decoding the print into · 
~ . . 
. sound is mastered, the sooner •it can be fo.rsotten in 'fa.vor of greater' ' : 
·' 
' ' 
·concentration on ·reading for meaning. The mature reader, then, is seen 
' ., 
a-s examining all available cues, reflecting about them 'in term~ of his 
experiences and knowledge, and then setting his purposes according to his · 
"1nformed judgement. The total act of!eadirig i~, therefore, a cofubination 
"of the visual refognition of words ind central ~hought processes that are 
s~imulated by them. 
I , 
Therefore to coirmunicate via the written word, ~he writer ·must 
encode precepts, concepts, images, and .sensations into a ·signal .system 
- . . 
· that will be meaningf~l ~ The-~ea~er must decode these sig.nals into a 
me~niggful pattern. The greater .~he degree. of congruency between 'thos.e· 
· t two sign.al syste_ms, the .more effective will be the co~hication . .. .How.ever, 
. . 
such a rela~ionship is premised upon a conmonality of experience. Perfect 
• . B , " 
comprehension"6f readi'ng ·material _ is .practfcafly' unattainable; beca_use the 
. .;j 
4uth'or and reader will differ i.n e~otion.a_l matu:ritY~ e"xperi entia 1 bac~-~- · 
.·ground, l_anguage faci•.lity, efficie~cy in thi_nk_ing, and skill in percei_vi,ng 
, ,~ 
c · concepts, ideas and relationships. 
\ . 
The maJor -implication of thi-s definition of reading is that not al l' 
I • ' 
' readers cc;>mprehend. the same read~ng material at' the' same rate and ·to the _ 
same extent. The task is always one . of matching book to reader; this.ta~k 
. . 
·becomes ~ti~e difficult when the audienc~ for whom one .must . choos~ a book 
"'is -made_ up of indiviouals at different levels of reading ability. Then . 
. one must investigate · and analyze the· available materials so as to select ·· : 
. . ' 
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PROBLW~ INHERENT IN COMPOSITION AND · 
NATURE OF RE/\DING ~1ATERIALS 
. . ) . ' 
The above definition~ then, contains factor~ which raise a 
"problem fo·r eve.ry teacher whether he be teachi-Rg st.ience : social studies-, 
• I 
or reading: .that is, the wide range of readin~ abilities found in the 
... 
average cla~sr6om. r . According to Dale and Chall the Teaqing abilities 
• within a sixth grade class'may range from third grade to over eleventh 
) . . 
-g~ade~2 The range .of reading abi.lity ca~· be complicated by gcrps th~t 
. . _)- . ·. . . . . . . . -
arise between what ' ~he authei presumes the reader to be able to do and 
. - -
. what the reader· can actually do-. '1 For· ~xample. ~n author of a textbook may 
. ' .. ' . ' \ ., . . ! 
feel ~~at a studen~ in a given grade-level ·will be able to cope with a 
. . . 
certain density of ideas; it is very easy, however, for the author... to ove·r-
. . 
' 
estimate the efficiency of thought and comprehensioh in a student. 
- " . . 
M·aterials _for· Reading · I~struction~ 
.' 
This type of gap will not so eas,ily occur in the composition of 
basic reading ma_terials .• In these _basic reading materials, 'there are not 
the· problems of· con~ept deyelopme~t and concept progression that restrict-
the a'uthor of social studies irn9 scie_nce. The author of reading mater ials " 
has relatively greater flexibility in composing contexts that are not be- 1 
~ . . . 
' yond the rea~fhg ability :of a student. · In "other words, the al!thor is not 
. ( - . . . 'f . . 
.burdened w;t'h t~e considerations of a code of ideas it impa r ts to .the student. 
. - . : ~ 
His primary concern is with providing materials ~hat will dev~:op skills as- . 
sociated with ~he ·read ing proc~ss itserf, as \'{ell as the development .of th_;:;~~ 
vocabulary o'f a student." 
.•.. /~ ' 
.~ . Q' ' · 
Edgar ·Dale and Jeanne S. Cha.11, :'The Concept of Readability, " 
Element'ary English, .. XXVI · (Januar.>:', 1949), p'.· 24 . . 
\ 
• I 
- : . .... 
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• I 
1' j . 
\ . 
. -' 
. lO , 
The author of materials to teach reading· ·;s free. then, to de-
:t \ 
liberately avoid the po~sibility of gaps in the areas mentioned above. 
He· can select contexts which do ,not go bey~nd'the -level of the emotional 
maturity of the student and he can use situations v~hich are likely to · 
. .. . . 
~o~respond with the experfential background of most students. Further-
~ore, since c~ncepts are not of prime.importance or consideration, he 
can load the material as sparsely -as -he wfshes with {deas, and he can 
·-develop the student's skill in perceiving concepts by using -basic, common 
• 
~ela~ionships, such as familial relationships. And finally. ·he can intro-
~ 
a 
.duce new voc~bulary at· as slow a pace as he wishes sinc~ ' there is no given 
technical . vocabul~ry for him to include. 
. I I 
Because of these type.s of f.l ex i bi 1 ity,, the author of reading ma.1. 
. . , 
1 terials is better able to counteract the inevitable wide range of reading 
1 
. ' 
ability among students at any grade-level. For the author of co-ntent,. area 
. ' 
materials, however, there are certain restrictions ·which relate to the 
nature and composition of the· subject matter. For him a compromise must 
I 
always be struck .between· satisfying the demands of the subject area and 
' . 
'satisfying ~he demands of a wide range of re~ding ability in students. 
' Mat~rials for Social Studie~ and Sci~nce 
Social studies and ~cience - materials involve this type of compro~· 
. "' ( 
. • . ''? ,..w (> J 
mise·." In--terms· of the signal system theory of reading_,_ .the necessity for 
• "' _, ... ,, t • ~ ..... ,}, : .. -:-_ • • 
· comP.i"omise arises out.~Q.f'··the·, . e,resenc,e of a third system _._9].-:"'fn·~aning, namely, 
that of the subject ~~~~'7;'L~ ts~lf. Th~s thi·~~"lact~~~~ be giv~n tons·j de~a- , 
'\h:3!;;~-
tion in the ·process ofcompQSing teaching materials, and it wil'l play an im-
·portant role, along with the author.'s · concern f~r th~ student's . nee~s and 
.. . 
. . . 
the stu.dent's abilities; in determin_ing the ~ase or difficu~ty of the ·!ead-
't• 
ing process and the usefulness of the ·material ; ' 
... . 
.. 
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· ·The author of materials for social-studies and science has ·less 
freedom than his counterpart ·in p rov i ding ma_ter i a 1 s for re.ad·i ng. The . . 
former -is _especially liard-pressed in .trying to accorrri10date the rang_e ' in 
students' ability'to . . think efficie1ntly,1 to p~rceive r~lationships wi ,tp . 
skill· and to handl~ the language with facility. This difficul. ty "stems I . 
- from the fact that each subj~ct area has its own specialized vocabJlary 
which is often insepara~le from the co~cepts.pe.cul .far to that area. Any 
discussion of these concepts, especially in ~cience, must involve use 
• t ' '4ll • I 
of this vocabu)ary, often · to.the .detriment of the average student. The 
• :!1 • ... • • • .. 
subject area also carries with it an .order and a set of_ relat_iqnships 
among facts and concepts. · Th.is· order is usually Jmposed on explanatory . 
. ' . 
. . 
material in the su~ject ar~a. The ·studen.~ mus·t. perceive these . rela-t i on- · -~ 
ship~ as they are presented, even though they may rela'te to nothing in , 
his ~pcNence outside th~ subject a.·rea its~lf. · Similarly, each conce"pt · 
. . . 
. reduces itself to a ·set of facts' which are" essential to an ~xplanation 'qf' 
. 0 
the ,concept. . T~e neces'sfty of includi.;g a l~rge number of facts in a 
. . . 
., ' ~ . . . 
' J . • • • • ' • 
relatively bri.ef. consideration of ~ concept ~an often lead to an· overload 
. ' . 
· 'of facts' for tiJe avera.ge student. As a .result, textbooks· ~n the co.ntent 
. ' 
.areas ·are usually' more. diffi,cul( than · basal · :eaders beca~se of -greater 
concept' load.- -· .} 
. . 
The author of social studies and s·c.ie.nce materials can extra-ct 
from lt~e · probable ex~erien.tial background e>f his students certain -~it~ati.o~s 
• '0 ·. I ' 
and .to.ntexts which 'wi.T_i'.'help to ·expfain and relate certain parts ·. of the 
s~bj~~t~~atte~. While ' ~t is diff~c~lt to do ihis, he can also adjust the ;.. 
. ' 
. ' ~ .. >: ::· _ focu~ ··-~f his ~a .te1al · to . ~h.e lev~l of maturity and interest of his students. 
In, both tne~e .. ar:ei~.his f.lexibility 'is only as great as hi·s sympatny for · 
f , • • ~ ) 
I . . 
and knqwledge 'uf the students .f.or· whom he i·s writing. 
. I 
.-· \ . 
. \ . 
\, 
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. The .prc;>bl ems which arise from the nature of reading are 'the pro- · 
•': • . ,1 . , • . • 
blems of matcli_ing the -:-symbols used to convey c~cep.ts with those wpich 
. . 
the reader is ei th.er ready .or ab 1 e to grasp 1• "· The task of compos·; t ion of · ~·· ~ 
.-
materi~ls should be les~ complex for the author of materi~ls to. teach 
'o . .· . 
-reading· skills than it is for the author of social studies anq sci ence 
·materials ·because ·the latter mLis,t meet the demands of a subject matter · 
without going 
.\ 
' ·for selection 
beyond his _readers. ~h-ese factors-co~~ hoSe respon~LI>l e 
o_f' inst1·uctional materials· to assess .them critically and · 
with the aid of measuring ~evi ces such as readabi_l j ty formul a.s .. 
·, 
0 : 
' • . 
' • . 
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REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
' I 
·This chapter reviews research on 'specific aspects of r.ead~ng _ and 
readability. as it .relates to social -studies and science. textbooks. It also 
I 
e considers the role of the textbook in 5ocial studjes and science teaching 
f ' 
fJ ' .. ' • ~ ... 
a~d the wide range of reading abilities in a classroom. There· is included 
discussi-on t of the rese~1;ch in ~eadability its~lf, with co~cen.t~ation ~n 
the ·factors affecting read~bilit~ and the choice of a readability formula. 
The· bulk of the r~vie~ of researcn .re1ates t'o readability formulas~ ?.£.• 
t _heir ' composition, and their . applica~ion · in studies .of sociai studjes and 
science ·. textbooks. 
THE ROLE OF ·tHE TEXTBOOK IN SOCIAL STUDIES 




I ~ .. 
~In. the_early sch-ool~, ~he textbook w~s considered to be ~n indis: 
• • • ol 
pensable :t_ool because it p~ovide~ ready made answ~rs - tb s~ch· ques'tions as 
I . . 
what .to teach anq how to te.~ch it. 1.Desp·ite th~ fact that ,our ~entury 
.. ... 
1 seems to hav~ faced a revolutipn in com~unicatibn, ~ the textbook remai ns 
1 
the .basic· instructionaJ tooln. 2 'Boo.ks are always available; unlike the 




1Ernes.t Hillow, ·"Textbooks," Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 
ed. Robert L. Ebel {4th ed.; Toronto, ontario: Macmill_an CQ., 1959}, · 
p. 1471 
., 
Textbooks, •i 2Jack Allen, "Corpo'rate, Expansion and Socia 1 Studies 





























. teaching. film, or a television program, t~ey ..san ·be returned to, reread 
and .'studied. 
. 
Relying on the textbook to the exclusion of virtu~lly all _other 
l 
learning sources is not a satisfactory solution in tea~hing.social 'studies 
and sci~nce. But in addition to a wide range of other materi_als, the 
textbook has several major va1ues. Textbooks still maintain a central 
I . 
rqle in ~~rriculum·.~.ractice because their essen.tial function is to make 
• ~ ... <;.~ • ... 
the knowled:g~whi"di·~tioes exis't ava·ilable to t.he student in- a s·ele~tive and · 
. 1 ;: . '\ 
'!~,..-..,.._ ' 
orderly way. · 
Text~ooks in social ~t~p~es an~ ~~~ience h~v~ changed in retent · 
~ • I • 0 o ~ 
·years . in response to research towa~d\ a n.ew curr~ urn, ~ew conce'pt~ of 
soci a 1 lea rnirl'g and research dealing directly with the textbooks them-
. --- ' 
selves. Soc,ial studies and science te~t~ooks have incorporated .ne~ s~- · 
. ' ject matter and new methodological emphasis. These textbooks are in-
. . 
~reasingly organized on ·unit bases and tend to place more. stress on func-
'tional-{llclterials and less on detailed fa~ts .• · They p~ovide an !>Verview of 
. : . . ~ 
~ .. 
topics or problems to be studied and make a~ailable to the chi'ldren in .the 
. .. \ ' ' .. . ' . 
cla~s ·ij·.common b.ackground of information, a starting point which provides 
' . . 
basit'.inf~-m~tion for all. They also tend to include more concrete con- · 
te.nt, be-tter
1
maps, . ~phs, pictures, ill~strations, accurate renditions · 
and ._sophistic·ated cartographic techni.ques.'3· 
.. 
3r1alcolm Douglass, .Social Studies: · from theory to. ~ract1ce in 
elem~ntary ~ducation (Phi~adelphia: J.B. Lippincott Co., 1 67), p. JS0-389. 
. / : .... -~--""' 
!I : 
. ' 
. . . 
\ 
15 
Th·~·s·; .the t'exJb~k~ \jhile mainta'ining .its central ·posit_io~ in the 
classroom, no longer is composed as it was fn the past. Nevertheless, 
. ,, . 
problems relating to reading persist. 
ACCOMMODATING.CLASSROOM DIFFERENtES 
. . 
Despite these improv~ments in textbooks, research has demon-r-_, . . . , 
strated 
t ., •. ,;)<l ' ' 
that niost.;books are still too difficult for .the ' majority of 
' '> \ • I • 
. ;~~~ 
pupiJs -in the grades for which the books are intended .. In a review of 
' ' l 
· textbo~k readabil.ity findings, Smith and Dechant concluded that the · 
. ,.
textbook~ in the content area may run one or two grades above their 
,, . 
placement. 4 If ·one accepts the rationale that students at or above the 
~ • l 
•. 
grade-lever should be able to .c-~mprel:!end th~ ma.teri.al, ·while those below 
the grade placement of the textbook would'experience difficulty in compf~- ' 
· I · c 
hending the material' 5 it is little won~er that ave·r~ge a~q above average 
': • l.J • -
' - ; __ . ......_ 
pupils in addition to le~s endowed 'pupils- experience· diffi.culty with the 
printed word':.rn science and·social st-udies. 
. I 
·. ,_. 
This, lack of congruency between textbooks and their dcs·ignatep 
• ' ' c 
grade-levels, coupled with the fact that "most· cla~~es .... range iri 
reading ability as. mu~~as \six grades or more"6 requires teachers to 
res~rt c to devices like groDping in a class~oom in the effort to· ~rovide .. 
4H.P .. Smith and B.Li . Dechant, Psycho.logy in Teaching Reading · 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jer~ey.: Pre~e Hall, 1951), p. 245. 
5rerry A. C.line, 11 Readabi1i~y .~ Community College _ T~·xtbooks, 11 
- Journ~l of Reading_, XVI (October, 1.972), -35'.· . _ / 
J 
I 
6w.s. Gray and B. F. ~eary, What Makes a .11ook Reaciable (Ch.icago; . 
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· · the right chil.d ·with .t.he r{ght book at the right time, As _a result the 
.., -
16 ·: . 
--· readab~lity of 
<~~j~~~ --:-· - :;,~ 
. ~;~.::, . 
content ~·area textbooks is high w· important 
. ':: ~._ 
to the concerned · 
~ · ·- ~ ..... 
~ ·· .. 
., . 
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' . 
teacher. Much of the research on readability has in fac~.been ' geared to 
set of problems. / ~-
.... 
- A DEFINITION OF READABILITY 
• I 
0 
""' ,_ ... 
I ' ( .. • 
. • "'¢ • 
•I ; . 
·.A definition .. of the ·word 11 readabil i.ty'1 ,' 1i ke that of the word 
. . 
"i.ntelligence", presents problems to educators. lhe·rE\ is no firm 
•' ·1 1 ' • • • • ~~ 
· theoretical understanding of the corl'tep~~ of readabi l.ity, but there· are 
. < 
practi ca .. l a~d empir'i ca 1 understandings. Practically speaking, we use 
.. . : the \ord \'readability" to describe the ease' or difficulty involved . in a 
given rea~ng task. Yet, this .. task always involves two sets · of factors. 
.... 
· an9 when we try to measure the ·effect of these factors on the ease or. 
,, . 
difficulty of reading, we introduce · a third set of' fa'~tors invo~ved in the 
. 
measurement itself. 
t ~IP-:·: ;~ --: .. • 
').,=-+·';.'• 
·These complexities of defi~ing ~ ~eadability in printed material 
.. ~ ·. ' 
were noted and suiiinaHzed by Edgar Dale and Je~·~.ne Ch.t{l.l ..... a,s··follows: 
'f,~ •:' < ' .. I \ - t ~) 
. ., f. -
... "~- . ·· -.....· , 
We have discusse-d--the threechief,.interacting variables 
which affect the readability of a particular pi~ce. of material. ·: 
. . . First, the book or articl.e itself :- its format and organizat'ion;_ 
its subject matter and th·emes; its ~ expressional elements such 
as vocabulary,, sentence structure, etc. SecQnd. the reader -
. his general experience and specific'experience along the lines 
of the book he is reading. Third, the criterion use~ to estimate 
readability- whether .we use a measure of interest, r.omprehen-
sion or s~eed of reading; and the methods used to estimate . these 
criteria.' 
· 
7 Edgar Da 1 e and Jea~ne Cha 11 .. , "The·. Concept ""df Re'adabil ity," 
~ Elementary ·English, ,XXVI (January, 1949), 23. 
l 'r 
:·· .. -';:: . .- -::t·-:.c 
"!l_ 

























In the quest for a tota~ly objectiv~ concept of ~eadability all of ~hese 
\ ~ .. 
fa<;tor~ ~us~.· be considered. but ~greatest significan~e will usually b~ 
• ....... • /'> " ' ~ -~ ~ ... ~ 
placed on those which are most easily measured. 
··.'i. 
FACTORS _·AFFECTING REAbABILITY 
' .. 
In the event that certain factors prove insignificant for 
measurcll!~nt, tre choice of ~asurable factors wil 'l depend largely on 
··one's understanding of reading ih general, as well as th'~ ~uman and · 
' . I 
non-human factors .involved. There are potentially, therefo~e, as many . 
--
•' 
wa,ys of ~1~asuring readability in reading mate'rial as the~·~~~.~e factors ) 
I ' ' ~ , • 
inf1uencin'g the. difficulty of reading tha"t material. This makes for 
" - \ 
greater fJexibit.ity in the wa~ measuring instr~ments . a~e com~osed by 
- l 
researc.hers for readability st,udies, but 'their selection' of criter"ia for 
- ._ ~ . 
measurement c'annot be' to.tally arbitrary. 
~-
..! ~ .,: .J!j: -- t1• • ... 8 4 
. __ . ln .. (br,ief survey of read~bility, H·.s .. Gray listed several I·-::; • 
authors who. ~,Y-e : given i~portance to voc~bula~y load as a fac.tor co~~ 
: . ·- .. }..} ' ~ - . 
. t.rt but tn· to r·eadt ng diffi ~t:J ty in textbo~okL Among 'these author~ were._ 
. ·,;. 
9 - . 'H) P, 11 . . 12 
. Lively a Pressey , Lewerenz ~ ~ Johnson . , and Gray and Lea.ry . . -
. t) ... . l 1 .... ..... 
- -~- -- -.. ----
0 • ...:.--· - ~-~ 
. . ~ ' ~ . ·. 8william s .. G~a .Y..:'Progress in the Study o.f--Reidabili_ty,~ The 
Elem~~:~Y School Journa 1, _XLV I I ~a,!~A-7+;--tf91-499. " -
· , :, ~~·erth.a A .. Lively and S .\... Pressey, "A Method for Measuring the · 
.Vocabulary Burden of Textbooks," Educat'ional Admihistratfon and 
Supervision, IX (,Qctober, _1923), ~89-390. ·· \ 
.. fl ' • ~' ... 
• 
t l v 
' · . :10Alfred S. LE?were~z, "Measurement of the O.i f.fi culty of Reading· 
. Materials," Los Angeles Educational Research [3ulletin. VIII ~- (March, 1929), 
11-16. n - ' • ' 
. 
11 George R. Johnson • . "An Ob'j~ctive Met.hod _of Determ~ning· .Rea,ding J •• 
Di ff~ cu lty," Jeurna 1 of E.ducat i ana 1 Research, ~;r (Apri ~, .19.30}, 283-?87. 
1' ' -.:.;;) ... ,,, . . -Williams ·~ Gray and Bernice, E. Leary, \!hat Makes a Hook Keadable 
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. 
. 13 .. . ' .· . Yoakam··, .gave .. attent1on solely to this factor. On the .. oiher hand,. Gray 14 
I ' ; .. 
. cites human inte~ ~~t as a factor give~ importance/ in the studies of Gray 
15 .. . 16 
·• and Leary , and Flesch . A third ·factor mentioned by Gra.y as .crucial'-
.\\ . : 1 
in·some stu.·~ies of readability is sentence structure17 ; this factor has 
. ' 1 B 19 20 . 21 been useq. by Voge'k,_p·nci Wash.burne . -, ·Gray and Leary . , Lorge , f;}esch ~ 
C 1 • • , • .,..- -.. .a. - -
T 1 
22 {) '?»~ 
and/Oale a,nd y er · ., 
·' . 
• o ·: 
,, 
A fourth factor which ~as been u~ed to predict the level ~ 6f ' 
- 0 0 ~ ' ' • 





13Gerald .Alan Yo~kam~ 11 A Techrlique ·far Determining . the Difficulty 
of Reading Materials, 11 .(unpublished StJJdy, un·iversity of Pittsburgh·, 
·1930). / . .\ .• 




,~1 ( )."yy. \ • : 
' • c>· ~ 
•· · 
16Rudbl.f Flesch, 11-Esti;ating ·the Comprehension Oifficult}i· of 
Magatine Articles," Journal C>f'GeneralpPsycholog,x, XXVIII (Janllary, 1942), 
.. 
63- 80. . )' ' 
0 
J ·-. 
17Gray, loc. cit. . 
18Ma~el Vogel and Carleton Washburne, ·"An Ubjective Method of . 
Oetennining Grade Placement of Children's Reading Material," D~menta ry 
School Journal, XXVIII (Janu~ry, 1928) ~ 373-381. , 
. ~ 9Gray and Leary,· l.Q~. cit: ' ' . ' 
, • ) !) '. 
. ; ·. 20 rrvi~g Lo~ge, "Predicting _Read~bility,". Teacher's Colleye· Record,· 
XLV ·(March, 1944), 404-419. 
, . 
21
_r 1 esc h, 1 oc'. c; t. 
. ~7 ~ 22Edga·~· Dale and R~lph Tyler, "A Studs of- the factors Influencing 
the Oifficulty . ..gf Readinq fo.r Adults of Lilnited~Reading Ability," Library 
Quarteriy; IV (July, 1934), 3~4~412. · · L . • •• 
.I 
. • 
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factor constitutes the basic input for the cloze procedure for predicting 
' ' 
':"eadability. The use of the cloze procedure involves the deletio[l_Of a 
number of. words randomly determined or at fixed intervals, commonly every 
. ~ . .. . 
. 
fifth word. Subjects ar~ then asked ~o comple~e the passages and the 
number of correct. responses is scored. In contrasting 'passages., those on ...._,___ 
which h~gher scores \'Jere obtained will be reqarded as more readc1ble than 
those on which lower scores were obtained. 23 
READABILITY FORMULAS 
In accordance with the importance they att~ch to various factors. 
~the researchers 1 i s.ted above have cons true ted formulas to measure readabi-
... , r, ~ 
lity: .Lewereni's "The Vocabulary G~ade-Placement formula 11 inGludes measures 
of vocabulary difficulty based on the rado of simple Ang_lo-Saxon words to 
diff:icult·:technical· and special meaning words or ·m:-~ek ·and Roman derjvation; 
' . 
-· vocabulary diversity based o·n the ·ratio between· words appear.ing ,in "Clarke's 
" . ' first 500" and the total number of different words used; and int~rest rat-
· .. 
i .ng b~sed .on the proporti~n Qf c.?lorful descriptive .adjectives and · ~dve~bs}4~-....,-­
Flesch • s "Mark's of a Readable Style'·' uses three factors or elements·; the. 
' 
. .. ave~age s,ent~nce length in words. the number of affixed morpheme~. and the 
number of perso'nal references. 25. Yoakal!l's "A Technique ot'Grading Books" 
' 
-. '! 
--.. _.;_._·t _,, 
23
.liohn Giltiland, B_e_a_g~bUfu. .(London: 
Ltd .• 1972), ,p. 102. 
. . 
' . l . 
Un i ver·~ itY\o( London Press 
.. 24Alfred S. Lew~~enz, "The Vnc;)bulary Grade-PlnrcmP.nt Formula," 
Journal of Experimental Educ~_t_i~.!}· IV (1935), p, 236. ' " 
I •" / 
I . 
. · 
25Rudolph Flesch •. '~arks. of n Readable Style Con.tribution~ to . 
Education, .No . 897, (New York: . Teacher's College. -Columbia · University~ 
1934), r: 3-6. 











is bas~d SOley.on the factor -of vocabul~r_y nnd the determinii")O criterin~-· -
• • ~ • r 
of word -difficulty i:s the· Thorndike Teacher's Wordbook 9f 30.000 Words-. 26 . 
Lorge's "Pi"edic ti ng ~ea_dabil ity" u'ses the factors of vocabul ar.v., ave·rage 
sentence length, and the relative number of prepositional phrases . The 
-:vocabulary di~fiGult:f is determin~d ·by the Dale List. ot ?_~9 ea'sy. words 
. I ·which is made ·up of those words common to the first t:housand in the Thorn- . 
dike List and- the first' thousand most frequently known by children on 
en~ering firSt grade. 27 Dale~Chall 's "A Formula for Predicting Readability." 
~ 
. ' 
bases the prediction of ~eadability o~!he averag~ sentence l~nqth and the 
percentage of unfamiliar words (that· is. words that are outside of the 
i j . r 
Dale List of ~.ooo words . )28. 
-.. 
. • ·=-. 
l . . . . ~ 
Each of t~ese _inst~uments 1-Jp-1 only be use.fu·l in .a given rasea_rcher's 
• 
work. if it facilitates fulfillment of his research. Most researchers 'l,li ll 
..  
/ · ' ' • j , .. 
wa~J_t/a formula \'thich does not' take t9o lonq a time to apply · to the usualty· 
· ~-rge amount of ~aterial ··for study . In this factor ther~ -- i s large :aria- . 
~· - ti~n·. b~tween formula~, as. Smith · ~howed in her research: the Lorge formula 
. . . . , 
took almost twice as long to ~dminister per book as-did the Dale-Chal l e 
0 . 
formula, while ~he Yoakam formul~ took only _half as lo~g as theOale-Chall 
·.1 / /. · ...... 
26Gerald ~ . · YoakC\m , ''Revised Directions for Usi'nq the Yoa kam·· 
-t"". Te.chnjque for G'radinq Books," (P-i~tsburgh: University of Pittsburgh· 
Press, 1948). 
.. 
· . it .~1-Irving ,.Lorge, "Predictinq..Readability," 
XLV (March, .19414). p, 405,. 
Teacher Is Co 11 eqe Record •. 
' . 
28Edg.at' Dale and Jea~e C_ha11. " For~ula ·for P.redicti.no Readabi1it}1 : 
Instructions." Educational Research Bulletin. XXVII (Februar.v 17. 1948). 
p. 37-54 . . .j . 
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PRACT'ICAL C NSIDERAT.IONS · INFLUENCING THE 
~-.... --.. __ OF A READABILJ,TY .FOR~1ULA 
. What remain, the/ , as the central consi.derati~ns in sel~ctiilg·a 
readability fonnula for. ,use in research are the objectives of. there-
. . ) I 
~ear.ch · a~d.t.hi--nature o'f the reading ~terial to be studied. !f . for 
-.·· ': :·.-:..' / . 
. example,-·one · wishes ·to know \oJhether previously unused or-new textbooks 
-~ 
. would be suitable for a given group of students, the student-centered ap-
• 0 
· proa·ch of the - cloz~ procedure would be q'uite sui table. · If, on· the other · 
--- - . hand, one desires· to establish the readability level of a wide range of 
. . 
textbooks currently in use in schools and ·to .see how closely their level 
• • 0 
. - . 
of difficulty matches'the publisher's designa.ted grade-level. then the 
type ,of formula wh,ich determined their' 'readability 1n term~ of grade-l.evels 
l 
wou~d ~e ~ost· usef~l . 
"' Among the ·formulas for predi.cting readability which will satisfy 
I . 
the ~~tter set of requirements above are the Lewerenz. · the Dale~Chall, the 
. . " 
Flesch, the Voakam, and the Lorge formulas, These 1 ike all formulas are 
. . . 
. . 
descriptive instruments and a 11 concentrate on. measuring· the vocabulary ' 
' • ' r ' • 
. ·loa·~ of written material.' Except ·for the ·Flesch ·formula. all use word li.sts, 
which serve as ._their basi~ index of vocabular{ load. These word lis.ts also 
serve to link ~he results of these formulas to a known minimum itandard of 
familiarity with the lanquage. 
29 . 
. ·Ruth I. Smith •.. ~,'An · Investiga.tion of tne Readab.fl ity .of Recently ' · 
• Published History and Gebgn1phy Textbooks ana Related ·Materials f or the · 
Fourth - Grade" (unpublished doctoral dissertation. Uniyersity qf Pitts~urgh, 







-,. ' '\ 







. ;J}f these formulas using won:l li~ts - th~ Dale-Chall, th~ Yoakam,·.·. 
the Lewerenz, and the ·Lorg~ · - two seem to be more : frequently used than 
· , / . I . . 
·the others in re~earch on readab.tllty in social studies and science •. 
• 'I 
T~e Dal~-chall fotmula and. the Yo.akam formu.la have ga·ined pop~lar ·use 
in these areas ·. ~ Of the · studies in social studies and science tex\book. · 
. I I • • ... • ' 
readability examined by this .writer, the ·oale-Chall .formula ~as used 
c t'welJ.e times30 and the Yoakain formula ·was used five times. 31 The Lotge 
·"". ·laW. Selikson, 11A Critical Study of the Grade Placement of ··Tex·t-
· books in a Sixth Grade by the Use of Two Readability Prediction Formulas •• 
(unpublished Master's thesi's,. Ohio S'tate University, '1951.); Smith loc. ' 
ciL; . LeRoy Wood, 11 Readability of Certain ~xtbooks, 11 Elementary tnglish, 
XXX'1 (April, 1954}; 214-216.; Nita M. Wyat~and Robert W. Ridgeway,, . .. -
11A Study of the Readability of Selected Social Studies Haterials," Univer- . · 
s·ity of ~ansas Bulletin of Education, XII (1958), 100-105.; William T. · 
Walker, · 11 Measured Readability of Intermediate Grade Programmed 1extqooks, 11 
The Teacher•s · College Journal, XXXVII .(March, 1966'),,· 1.79-181.; Fred A. . 
Sloan, "Readability of Social Studies Textbooks for Grades Four, Five, and . 
Six, a.s.r)lleasured by the pale-Chall Formula .. (unpublished Ph ·.o • . disseration, 
.· Georg(!'-1Peabody College. for Teachers, 1959}.; Wilbur· R. f~iller, 11 Readability 
versus R~~ing ability, .. Journal of -Educational Research, LVI(December~ 
- 196~), '2:\,?-20'9.; Val E. Arrlsdorf, 11 Readability· Of Ba~al Social -·Studies 
t1ateria1s ~ " Readin~ Teacher, XVL(January, 1963), 243-246.; Robert 
· E. Mills and:-Jean ·. Richardson, 11 What . Do Publishers Mean by 'Grade-Level'? 11 
The .Reading Teach~r, XVI (March 1963), 359-362.; W.R. Brown, ,"Science 
' Textbook Selection and the Da1e-Chall Formula,.. School Science and Mathe-· · 
matics, LXV (February,l965), 164-:167.; W.J. Gpllaway, 11~ Readabllity . 
Study of Selected T~xtbooks Used . in Grades Four, .. five, . and ·Six" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Sacramento College, -Cafifornia, 1968).; W~Crame~ an~ · 
D. 'borsey, 11 Sc'ience Textbooks: How Readable are They?" Elementary School 




1 31Smith, loc. cit.; Le· Roy· Wood, 11 Readao'ility of C~r.tain Textbooks," · · 
Elementary ·English, XXXI (April, 1954); · 214-216.; ~aco}.> Eugene Burkey, . 
. "The.Readability bevels of Rece"ntly Published Elemen-tary Science Textbqoks" 
-'{unpublished Ph.D~ disseratation, University of Pittsburgh;· T954).; Hyman 
Hafner, "A Stud>.' of. Vocabt:~lary Load and Socia l -Concept Burden of Fifth ·and 
Sixth Gr~~ Social Studies, ~istory, and Ger;>graphy Textb~s" (unp_ublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pittsburgh,1959).{''John· F. N~wport, 
The Elementary Sc.hool Journal,LXVI (Oct~ber, '1965), 40-43. . · 
'· 
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formula was used three tjme~32 , and the Lewerenz formula . was not used 
. . . '33 . . . 
at all. The Flesch formula was used four times_ .- 'Thus, the popularity 
of the Dale-Chall formula as a tool of research was a factor:- in sele~ion· 
of it for use in-this study . 
. '· 
.... 
The results of two 1nd~pendent .studies34 in ·readability were 
· ~ditional ·factors in' the selection of the Oale-Chall formula for use iri , 
. I 4 
the·,..Present study of readabilqity in social . stuqies and science textbtJOks. 
. . 
Klare pointedout that the Dale Chall formula.is one of the "most frequently 
. . . 
usett," 35 ·"more highly predictive than any of the other·popular formulas · 
avai,lable today, 1136 and "con~istently more accurate than others."37 
.. 
b 32 : . . ' 
Avis Kilgore Porch, "Reading .. Difficulty of Adopted Textbooks" 
(unpublished Master•s thesis, Alab.ama Pol·ytechnic Institute, ' 1946,).; 
·..... ....... ·smith, 1 oc. cit. ; L e Roy Ott 1 ey, "Readability of· Science Textbooks for 
" Grades Four,FTve, and Six," School ~ience and Mathematics, - LXV (April, 
1965) ~ 363-366. ~~ 
,. 
33w. ·se1i_kson, "A Critical Study of .the ·G~ade PlacemfWt o·f Text-
books in a Sixth Grade by .the Use of Two Readabi'lity Pre.dictferl. ... Formulas" 
(unpublished Master•s thesis, Ohio State University. 1951)~~ ~dmund 
W.J. Faison, "Readability of Chil.d~n•s Textbooks ... The Journil1 of , . 
Educational Psyschology, XLII (Ja ary . l951), 41-51 .. :! G_eorge .Mallinsoh, 
HaroJd E. Sturm, and lois M. ~1allin on, 11 The Reading Difficulty of Some 
Recene Textbooks for Science," School Science and Mathematics, LVII 
(1957), 364-366.; Wilbur R. Miller,---nf{eaCfao1Tffy-versus-"Read1ng ability," 
·.Journal of Educational Res~arch, LVI (December •. 1962) ,. ·205-209. 
· 
34G~orge R. · Klare, The Measure~ent of Readabil__i!_i (r_owa\ Iowa 
State University Press, 1963); \{.J-:Gillaway, .11 Reada51Tfty Study o.f 
Selected Tex'tbooks in Grades Four, Five~ and Six .. (unpublished Master•s 
thesis, Sacramento College, California, M68). 
35 
. R I . T . f R d b . , . t ( I . I I 
. George . Klare, he· Measurement o ea a 1 1 t owa: owa 
State University Press, 1963J, p. -~9. 
3~Ibid., p.- 60. 
37 . Ibid., p. 22. 
... 












Gallaway in ·an unpublisheshmaster's thesis stateq that· "the wide use of 
~.the (Oale-Cha·ll) formul'~ in other readab'i _lity studies ~oncerning textbooks 
in specific ar~as. such ' as scien~e and ·social studies. gave · preference to 
0 ) 
the Oale-Chall formula ov~r others."38 • D" 
READABILITY OF TEXTBOOKS . 
The resear~h in the readability 'of textbooks of various kinds 
reveals a difference in the 1 evel s of difficulty between ba_sal reade'rs 
and non-reading textbooks. Roe concludes from . her study of the readabtl ity 
of elementary school textbooks t"hat 11 i_n general~ basal readers have become 
decreasingly difficult over the. years,". but that "such control has not 
. . . 39 
been .evident in all other subjects. 11 She implies that readers received 
' 
major attenti~n - c~ncerning appropriate readability, while subject matter ' 
. I 
. 40 • 
'textoooks· have been neglected. 
Readability o·f Social Studies Textbooks 
. In their study of sixth-grade •texts in history, Bedillon and Brown,· 
. . 
quot~d in_ Seeger, fou-nd great diffi~ulty for the a_verage reader. 41 Zacur, 
' quoted in Yoa.kam, studied ten history textbooks and found in them an average 
· 
38w.J. Gallaway .... Readability Study .of Selected Textboo.ks Used in 
Grades Four, .Five. ahd. SiX 11 (unpublishE!d Master's thesis, Sacramento 
Col1ege, California,' 1968). p:· 21 .. - '· ·· · 
39set.ty Daniel Roe, 11 Rea~abil i'ty of. El~entary S~hool. ~xtbo~ks:· .. 
Journal of th,e Reading Specialist, IX (May, ·1970), 168. , . 
40 Ibid:. p. 163~ 168 . .. ~ 
41 . 
. J.C. Seegers. "Vocabulary Prob'lems· in the Elem_entary School- A. 
: Digest of Current Research,~ Th~ Elementary English Review, XVI 










. • '<l 
over-difficulty ~f 1.4· grade~. 42 Hill reported· ·that. although . u,se of 
. ' 
words lists had lessened the' difficulty in social 'studies textqooks, there . 
was still a major ,problem of difficulty in the' inte~ediate grades .. L}J . 
Brown faun~ that the vocabul~ries of sixth~g~ade textboo~s in 
.history were more difficult than those of sixth-grade basal readers .. The 
' ' 
. ' . 
difficulty arose_ because a pupil had to know from 800 to 850 more words 
.to .us~ i~ the hi_story ~extbooks ~ffectively · than he did to I)Se the basal 
readers. 44 Similar results, and re~ults conf.irming the extent to which 
social studies textbooks we:e too -~Jffi.cult · for the grade using them~ were. .... . 
reported by Porc~45 and Smi'th4~. Sloan reported that of the twenty:one 
' d' ' 
fourth, fifth, and sixth-grade s~cialr studies textbooks he anal~ only· · · 
elevenv coincided in ~eadability wit:Jthe publisher's 'designated grade 
I ' 
leve1. 47 · Haffner d~mon'strated in his study ~f fifth and sixth-grad·e social 
I U 
4~Ge~ald Yoakam, "The Reading Difficulty- of .School .Textbooks ., " 
The Elementary English Review, XXII (December, 1945), 308. 
43w~emina Hill, ·~social ~tudies Textbooks for Children," Social 
Education, XVIII (Fe~ruary, 1954) ~ 74. -. . 
·' 
44 Rober.t Brown, . !'Voci;ibu 'laries in History' and Reading Textbooks," 
Bulletin .of ·the Department of··;lementary Principals, X (1931), 408-411. ·. 
. · 
45~vris Kilgore Porch, \..Reading Diffi~ulty. of Adopte-d Textbooks" 
(unpublished Master•s thesi·s, ~abama Polytechnic Institute, 1946). · 
I , 
' ' 
46Ruth I. Smith, ' "Ari Investigation of the ~ead'ability of Recently ~ 
Published History aDd Geography Textbooks and Related Materials for the 
Fourth Grade: (Unpublished ED.D. , di~sert~t.ion, Univers i ty of P i ttsburgh, 
1952). l ' . . • 
.. 
47 Fred A. Sloan, .. ·Re~dabil ity of Socjal Studies Textbooks for Grad~·s 
Four, Five, and Six, as measured by the pale-Chall Formu l a: (unpublished 
Ph.D· •. diss~rtation, George· Peabody College for Tea~hers, '1'959). 
' I 
26 
. 0stud;es ~:xtbooks that J:ha:~;,~~~.:~.~---~~~~.r~· vocabulary loads and conCept 
-· burdens. ·co 










.. ,~; .. 1 ·-
f. 
media~e grades is the lack of progression frQm reading easp .to reading 
·difficulty at varieus points i_Q many .text's. Porch noted both of · these 
types of ·reading difficultY in fourth, fifth, and sixth-grdde social 
. ,· 
r J .. ~ • 
. . 49 . .. .. 
studies textbooks. . Wyatt and Ridgway,_ writing of a study by Ridgway,. 
reported extremes r of 'difficu'lty ; n :fourth: fifth. and si xth-9rad e textbooks i 
the same authqrs wrote of the same. problem arising in a study .by Walker . 
• • , - t'> ~ I 
I . ' . . I so 
of fifth-grade ..... ~ocial studies textbooks. Sloal'l found that there was a 
wide range of readability 'scor~s i1n most of the fourth, .fifth. and :sixth.;. 
• ' v I • 
. ~ 51 
grade social studies textbooks he /studied. . In his "1963 study Arnsdorf 
/ . 
found, in an analysis of four basal soc~a·l s·tudies series~ that the pub-
I · 
lisher's recommended progression from reading ease to ~eading · difficulty 
w~s marred by irregularities both within and between the texts.s2 Gallaway, 
I \ 
. 
48Hyman Haffner, "A Study of Vocabulary Load and Social-Concept 
Burden . of Fifth and S,ixth Grade Social Studies, History. and G~ography 
Textbooks" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pittsburgh. 
1959). • . 
. ' 49Porch, loc. cit. 
50Nita M. My~U and Robert W. Ridgway. "A Study of the ;Readability 
of Selected Social Studi~s Materials," University or Kansas Bulletin of 
Education, XII (1958), 100-105 . 
. ·e 51 Fred . A. Sloan, "Readability of Social Stu~ies Textbooks for Grades 
Four, Five, and Six. as measured by the Dale·-Cball Formula" (unpublished 
Ph.D . dissertation, George Peabody College for Teachers,· 1959). , ·_· 
, S2~al E. Arnsford, · "Readability of Basal Social Studies Mat~e~ials .. 





. I I. 
I . 
• 
. l . 
-b 
• , 
- in his study of readabit]ity. levels ' in ·selected basal -read.ers._ language, 
·science and social studies textbbok.s .• .found t·hat the rea·d-ing difficulty ' 
• 0 • ... 
did not always increase f~om . beginning to end ·of· the b~ok, nor did the < 
reading difficulty . increase at a.uniform rat7fro~ grade to_grade. 53 
' . . { 
.'---") I l t • 
Readabi 1 ity of Science textboftks . I 
l ' Recent studies io the readability of science textbooks have re-
vealed .. simila~ kinds of difficulty. Mallinson and other:s in 1950 concluded 
that fourth, fifth, and sixth-grade science textboo~s were too diffi~ul~ 
·~ . 
-for the children who would haye to use them .. They also disco~ered that 
. .· . ' . . -
transition from reading ease to r.eading difficulty in each book wa~ ' not .. 
. 54 
gradfJa 1 ,,. and in many_ case~ .the reverse transition was pres~nt. Ottley 
·found similar problems in intermediate science texts~ 55 and Mallinson and 
\ [ . .. 
others found in a study of unit-type science texts that they were too dif· · 
. 56 - . 
ficult for the publisher's suggested _grade-level. Burkey's study revealed 
. . ·. . " 
that on)y eighteen of forty-one e~) en;entary science textbooks ' w;~re at th~ ·. 
. { . 
designated reading level, and that in the texts which were too difficult, 
. I I ... 
. . 
only thirty-five of all the diffic~lt words were technical in .nature. 
. .1'' 
. 
53w.J. Gallaway, i'Readab'i~ ·ity Study of Selected Textbooks Used in 
Grades Four. F~ve, and Six" ·(unpublished Mas_ter's thesis, Sacramento Col-
·1 ege, Ca 1 ifornia, 11968). · · 
54George Mallinson, Harold E. Stun~. and Robert(. Patton, '~The 
Reading Difficulty .of Textbooks fn Elementary Science," The El em~ntary 
School Journa 1 ,. L (April , 1950). 4~0-463. 
55Le Roy Ottley, · "R;adab.il ity of Scienc~ Textbooks for Grades Four, ~, 
Five, and Six~" School Science and'Mathematic$ •. LXV (April'. 1965),· 
363-366 ;, • I 
. 
56George Mallins~n. Harold .. E. ·Sturm, and Lois M. Mall-inson, "The 
Reading .Oifficulty of Unit-Type Textbooks for Elem_entary Science," s·cience 
,Education, XXXIX "(December, 1955), 410 . 










Burkey's study ind-icated the presence of . extremes of. reading ease and 
. ' . ,v . 
' 57 · ~eading. difficulty wit.hin each' textbook a~d ~ven. from.page to page. 
Newport did a study t~ determine th~ readability 1eve1 of ni.ne .continuous 
ser~ science _!:exts for use in grades one through six. The primary 
.,. 
)evel · texts wer~appropriate for their readers, except for the overly , 
• •!1, ' • 
·~ 
difficult first-g;ade te~ts, but the i.ntermediate level booh .varied widely 
in their 'level"s O'f rea~da!>il ity. 58 ' Mallinson an'd ·his associate~ con!'tj~~ed 
1 .-
. to keep check on the readability of science textbooks afte'r. l950. Nine 
~ ~ 
studies published in educational journals' since 1950 . have pointed out that 
th:· 1 eve 1 s of r~ad i ng d i f.fieu 1 ty ofmari/ Science text~ were too ~ . 
for the students for whom they were written.. Ma 11 in son ·rep<?rted th~·t many 
text~ooks which had ave~age_ rea~abil; ty scor~s appropriate for th~;/grade . 
fer \'lhich 'they were assig_ned contained many •assages on the coll~ge level 
.: ::l;.; 
' ' . f ' ' 1 -· 
of reading difficulty. .He. a 1 so found· that very often r~ading diffi, c~lty 
' • .<i) 
was due to non-technical words than to scientific terms. 59 Mallinson, in 
57Jacob Eugene Burkey, 11 The Readability Levels of Recently Published 
G E'l_ementary Science Jextbooks" · (unpublished Ph.D. d ·is~ertation, Univer~ity 
qf Pittsburgh, 1954). -
58 John F. Newport, 11 The Readability of Science Textbooks for 
Elementary School," The Elementary School Journal, LXVI (October~ 1965) . 
. 
59George Mallinson, H. Sturm, ·and L01is M. t~allinson, . 11The Reading· Difficulty- of Textboo·ks in Junior' High SchoQl.:Science," . School Review, 
LVIII '(December,.).950):o.·:~e-540~; George ·Ma1li!lson, H. Sturm, and R.E. 
Patton, ... Tbe;.R'e<f~illg.~'U-ifficul ty of Textbooks· in Elementary Science,.. I 
.Elementar:.Y;School Journal, l (Apl)il, 1950)·;· 460-463.; Georg.~Mallinson. 
~he Readability of Hi9f1Schoo1 Tdp:s, .. The Science Teach~r:,<xVIII . . 
(November, · 1951 Y, 253-256.; George Ma 11 i.nSO!l, H. St~ri'Ti, and L J1. Ma 11 insort, 
. "The Reading Difficulty of. Textbooks . for High-School Physics," S_cier:~ce 
Education,-XXXVI· · (February, 1952), 19-2'3.; .. George ~1allinson, H. Sturm, 
~allinson, "The Reading Difficulty ·of -Text.book·S for High- School 
.Chemistry," . Journal of Ctiemical Education.,_ ~x-tx (-1952), 629·631.'; ~ ,· .. 
'' ·· 
.,.,. 







con t 1 nued s t udy of· read a b; 1 1 tY ; n ,~~c e textbooks • reported that recent 
science, textbooks had not improved in t_"eadabil i ~y: in .·fact,' he said, if 
we presume that the level bf reading difficulty of a textbook should be 
. . 
., 
one grade below the reading level of the student for whom it was intended, 
.. 
· only a few textbooks could be consfdered \nder that criterion. 60 
SUMMARY 
. -
··The -evidence cited above of the proq1em of reading difficulty in 
' 
social studies and sc"ience textbooks demonstrates the need, for continual 
.. . _,..,. 
• .t~~o , .. 
study of s._uc'h ~~xtbook's to determi.flt!'<"'What;demands they ar~maki. ng on their 
·readers. As the studies ·show, there is more of a-problem with content area 
, . :- ~ . ~·\ --:..,.. ·• • • .. I , 
textboo~~·· especiall~, ·so~i~l _stud-ies and sdence textbooks. _tiian there is-
with. the scrupulously controlled .oasal · readers. / 
·. 
Bes i.des the imp 1 i c_at ion ~ the evidence which research h~s provided, . 
there are other reasons for conce n over extremes of difficulty in social · 
' . . (" . 
studies and science. textbooks. One of these · .reasons stems from the basic 
I difference- between the nature of such• content· area tex t'<_~oks . and tl~e 
. ' . 
• I • 
George -~1allinson, . H. Sturm, and LJ1 . Mallinson, 11 The Reading Difficuity of 
Textbooks for Gener·al ·Physical Science and Earth Science, 11 School Science 
.. , and Mathemati'cs, LIV (November. 1954}, 612-6!'6.; "The Reading ·Difficulty 
·of Unit-Type Textbooks for Elementary Science~" ~cien.(:e Education, XXXIX . 
(December, 19S5), 406-410.; 11 The Reading ·Diffi.culty of Some' Recent :rext-
books;for Sci (mce." School Science and Mathematics, LVIi .(May,. l957), 
364-366.; ~ George Hallinson·, ·11 Textbook arid Readfng Difficulty in Science 
Teaching," The Science Teacher, X~ toecember. 1958); 474-475.. · 
60Geor~ Mallinson,. Harold E •. ~'turm, Lois M. Mallinson, ' "Th-e:~ •. ~ 
fReading Diffic'(Jlty of So!Jle Retent Textbo<?ks .for .. Science, 1' School . Sci.en~~ ~ 
and Mathematics, LVII (May, 1957), 364-366. · · \ i.. 
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~ . .......... . . . . . . . . . . 
· ~ature of bas1al ./readers. In other words, in basal readers the f<OfUS is 
continually on the expressfon of events and ideas that are in themselves 
. ,. ~ . . ' . 
not to be learned, whereas in .social .studies and science textbooks the. 
.. . . 
focus is contiriu~lly on the c·oncept~ and facts wilich.comprise p'art o~ the' 
' • ••• ~.;> 
. ,li ' Q • -
content of. the subject E~a ~- :·Eventually ;~ref ore' the textpook used to 
--·- - ' . ' ' } . ' 
. ~- . ,- . : .: t-:-J-
teach .reading leads to the recognitio.n>.;)nd _usl,L of the very expression 
I·., -
- . 
) within that textbook; the textbook used to teach -social studies and 
' ' ~-·~ . 
science aims at the re~ogni ti.on and use of concepts and ·facts expresse]·~- · 
I ~. 
i·n those textbooks. When a reader ·fails to grasp the expression of a· asa~ -
. . ( 
reader~ j.e. the vocabulary and,llsentence structure. the reader's problem .· 
" . ' . 
can be corrected. by paying greater attention to the express ion itself. · 
But when .the reader of a content a_ rea textbook fails to grasp the expres- ' 
' ' sio~ of cer_tain id;as, he i .s two steps behind -- the paG_e, and his problem is -
a-doubly complex on.e. For thi,.s reason it - is cruc,i~l to the success of the 
\ 
. student of social s'tudies and "science tex.tbooks that his textbooks be at 'a . 
' l.. t • ' • • 
leve) of reading.ea,se that-will allow him to p'rogress .beyond tbe -.expressiorl • 
. 
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~- THE DESIGN OF .THE STUDY . . ' 
. ., 
l !· ·' 
'formula and a di.scussion e reasons w~it.was selected to~ thi~ - .study .-
- ~is di~cussiory will e~p~asize the)imit'ltionsof the Dale-Chall Read-· -
;p~ . . . < • • 
· ·aoility · Forrnul~t, and h~w t~e formula 'I-liA app.l ied in this study. The 





· ~hap,ter also contains a list of the textbooks' which we·r~ sampled in this 
· o-
study. -~ 
THE .OALE-CHALL READABILIT{ FORMULA 
" . 
,, .. ~ ;:. 
1 The Dale-Chall Readability Formu ""' s a · s.imple and easily applied ' 
. I ~ . . / • , 
_ formula bet;ause it inc l .udes b'!l" wo ; trilight-for~ard factors. · rhese. I 
factors _are percentag _ ~amiliar wor~s (wo~ds outsi'de the D_a.le List . .. _·\".\:~ . 
. • I . il -:-- ~ • ·J-·~ 
and average sentence lengt
1
h."",...The forrrnil'a h·as had wid~ · 7 .- . 
. -; - . 
appl ·catfon since · its appearance in 1948; educator~ ha've used _it td · " 
·de term in~ the r.-e~ding 1 evel of school textbooks ·ana-: various t'ypes of 
• • b 
1 iterature and pufjlic~tiilnS \'lith di f ficulty ranging from as low as fourth-
- . 
.. 
. \ ',, 
.:,..__,-' 
gratle . Many experiments.conducted by Dale-Chall confi rm that there is a-
, ' ~ . . . ~ 
\ \~ ' . 
h-\gtl corre 1 at ion between the formula's pr~dictions and the_ ju-dgements q,f 
• '\ r, 
experts on readab.ility; the formula's predictions al.so cqrrelate · well - ~4th 
the rea·~;n·g grad~f child-ren ~nd adult~ who were" a~e -~o answer at least 
0 \ • • ' -
fiftY. to seventy-f·ive. per cent of th.e questions as ked on the materia 1 used 
1' 




. ' " ' 
... . "(" 
·~ - ' . 
. ,






in the experiment. 1 ,,; 
.· . 
. Selection ... 
. ' ~ . As was mentfoned earl.ier, one.·of the central c9nsiderations in 
,, ~ 
o ' ' • • I 
.. · -.-
selecti_ng a readability forrnul a for use in research are' .the objectiv~s of 
-t~ 
- .:·.· .. _ ... "the research; ano.ther prima'ry ccinsfderation is· the nature of _the material 
~"':- . . ·, _ 
- ·-:-. ' ;to, be ~t~d_:!,_~d. In this study the proposal i's to establish· the r~adability . 
"' level of soc.i.al stud'ies and science te;tbooks currenttY-in-_use or under 
I 
.:- act!fve cons-ideration for use in Newfoundland schools. This study hopes .· 
~-: ~ - ~~fcifica,lly to_ di_~~ov~r how closely the l_evel of ~ifficulty in each t~x-t- · \ · 
b6ok matches lhe p~bl~sher's designated grade-level for that same textbook. 
J.. ...  ... ·. .. .. . 
. . 
v Three factors were of 'impo-rtance in_selecting the Dale-C.hall 
. ::: .· 
. & · . . · . . . . . 
; , 
· fo'rmula · for use in . th1s study: (1) it~o·high popula_rity;· the· formula 






scie~e te~tb'ook · readability studies; (2)· Gallaway ' s comment in an u~--
• ' • .I 
published maste.r's thesis that "the wide use of .the (Dale-Chall) formula 
. . . . 
. . . . 
in other readabi·l ity studies concerning' textbooks ·j n sped fi c areas, such 
' I . ' ; . • ' , . 
p • 
as ·science and spcial studies,_ gave prefe:~n~-~ to the Dale-C~all formulh 
. 1 • • • 
·over'others",; (3) )<lare, ~aving ~xamined · all exi stt ng read~bi~ ity_-forrnul as · .· 
. . 
in hi~ book M~asurement of 
I> . . . 




1Edgar Da le and-Jeanne Chall, ~ "A Fonnul_a for Predicting Readability, "
1
•• 
Educational Research Bulletin, XXVI (January; 1948), Hl .:. l9. 
' 
'. 
, . · .· • 
2w:J . . Gallaway·. ·,iA Readability ~~udy 6f ~elected Textbooks Used 
in Grades Four, Five, ·and Si~" (unpublished Master's thesis, Sacramento 



















" ,.; . 33 
. . ll:!. ' • ' 
.fonnula .i,s on.e of the "m.ost fr~quen~1y used," 3 "more hig.hl; . R~dicti..ve- · --· 
. . . - ~1./ 
than the Other p0p~lar formulaS 'ava.ilable t9.day, I I.~ · and-JI.~.Q~~ istently 
. , . 
. . 
· ·more accurate than _others·.~· 5 · 
.: . .) . 
( 
L imitations -. 
As we use the Dale-Chall for:mula in ' detf.~rmining the readabi-lity 
I . 
. , 
level .of sqcial .studies. and science ·textbooks., it must be, remembered that 
. . 
the results obtained are ·not precise in natu~e. The Dale-Chall formu la 
does not: (J) adequately measure any cbn~epts involved in the textbooks; 
. . , 
(2) make provisibn for wo~ds . defined in context; 
' . - . .· 
(3) measure indiomatic 
expl·essions or the ra·t:;o of abstract and concrete tel:ms; (4) evaluate 
the organizational character of materials, the manner of presentation or 
'• 
the degree of explanation of te~ms and principles; and (5) measure the 
j 
reader's interest. 
Despi.te its 1 imitations, ·however, the Dale-Chall forinula is valid 
. . .. 
for measuring the:· vocabulary element in . reading materi.,als' in terms''of 
'hard', ·~are ' . or 'long' words and for mea~uring sentefice length. 6 ~s 
. 3" . 
· George Klare, · The Measurement of Readability (Iowa: Iowa State 
Universit.J't . 1963), p. 59. 
4 • I lbld .• ·p. · 60. 
I 
5 . Ibid., p. 22. . . 
6 ' 
e E-dgar Dale ilnd 'Jeanne ·Chall', "Reply" 
(December. 1956), 520-522, 
Et~mentary Engli~~. XXXIII 
... 
. - Q 
I t I 
' I 
.. 











. . I . 
._, 
I 
readability formulas·go, it is one of the best d_evic~s ayailable· to 
procur·e a pre<;iict1or o_f ·_the difficulty bf social studies and_ ~cien~~ 
<'J· 
textbooks~ 
. r • 
I "• 




.In-~this stu.dy the Dale-Chall For[T'Iula \'Jill b~ applied to -·a·ll 
' ' 
twent.Y:-one social studies and science textbooks~ in grades four, five, si'x."· 
I . 
' seven, and eight.· ~he for~ula will be applied in exactly the same way to 
. . 
eac~ of the · twenty-on~ 'textbooks. No attempt w~ 11 _be mape to select · 
. . ' 
paqes or passages_ which might affiect the outcome of the study, The d if"-:--
('' . . . 
ference betwee~ the number .of samples taken ·fro~ each textbook will be 
contro_lled simply by the total number of paqes within a textbook. 
<. ' 
The folldwing is a brief, . step-by-step ~xplanation of the normal · 
ap~fication of the Da 1 e·-~ha 11 Readability For~ul a _7 . . 
·-
(t) Every tenth page in each book is selected m~chani. cally·as a 
sample page as s'pecif~ed by the formula. When ttie .ten_th ·page c,ont~i~s in-
sufficient words _for a ' sample, 1.~., less than .100 \'lords, ~ec~urse )s made 
. to ~h~ preoeeding page~d, faiiing ~that, to the SU4C~eeding page; this· 
. . ~ ~ 
-patter~ is followed -uQtil a· pa.ge of at l~ast 100 words is found and used 
as· a sample. 
' I 





. (3)· Compl~ted sentences. in the.sample -arecountedand r_ecorded. 
:.- ·--- - · ---~ ... --
_ 
7Edgar Dale and ·Jeanne Ch'all. 11 A formula for Predictinq Readability: . 
Instructions," ' Educational Research t5ulletLfl, XXVII {F~bruary, 1946), · 




I , ' 
.. : 
'I 
I · •' 
: ; 




(4) Each word in each passage is thep compared to the Dale 
. ~ . 
' 
· L-i~t of 3000 Words to det~rmtne_if i~ i's on that list, If it is not, the 
;. 
' 
word is considered u.nfamil iar, and ·the total nu·mber of unfamiliar ·words 
.--
· · in each sample is counted and recorded, All special rule~ ~utlined by · 
'Dale-.Chall regarding certain parts of spee~h are fol lowed, \ ·· : 
. ; . 
... 
(5) The average sentence . length in a sample is comp~ted by · 
dividing the number of words in the sample by the number of sentences 
·in the sample. 0 
' ~ 
·. ( 6) Th~ Dale ·Score, or rercentage of unfamiliar words (words 
OUt$ide the Dale list), is computed by dividing the number of words not 
on the Dale List by "the number of words in the sample, and multiplying 
by 100. 




.1579 (proportion of unfamiliar words). + 
. . Raw Score 
' l . 0496 (-avera-ge sentence 1 ength) + 
3. 6365. 
(8)J. Th~ Av.efage Form~:~la Raw Score for a·ll samples in each text-
. ' 'l . 
,book i yhen c·onver.ted to a corrected grade-1 e~l ~ by. reference ,:o Da 1 e-
; ChaTfCorrection Table . . The corrected grade-lev.el . indicates the grade at 
. . 
which a book or article can be read \'•ith und~rstanding. The~e c·orrected 
. 
. . I 
grade~level~ correspond to raw scores obtained .. b( the use of the Dale~ 
Cha 11 Readabil ity. Formu 1 a · and . serve ·to determine, t~e grad~-1 eve 1 o.f 
I 
materials being appra'i.sed by use of the Dale List. The Dale-Chall Cor-




8 d ' . d E gar Dale ~nd Jeanne Chall,. ·"A Formula for Predicting Rea ability:·· 
\ · Instructions " Educational Research ~ulletiri, XXVll (February. 1948}, 42 .-





















·.Formula· Raw Sco.re. 
.. 
- - t 
4. 9 and below. 4th grad((a~d below 
I • 
5.0 to 5.9 • . • • . J • •. ' .... • t 5-_6th grade . 
I. ' 
. 
6 . 0 to 6 '.9 .- . ' •••.•• · • 7-8th grade 
, -7.0 to 7.9 ' ... .. . . . . . . . . . . 9-lOth grade 
· s . o ·to ·a .. 9 
. · ~.0, to 9.9 . . 












13-l.Sth gr·a·~e {college) 
16-(coll~ge _graduate) 
,•. 









·Because I have used in this. s~udy a table' qevised by GG-ltz-' _for · 
•' 
the quick-computation of readability scores using the baste steps of the · 
, · I 
Da.le.:.Chall Readability, 'there ·are certain changes, additions, and omissions 
., 
in compari-son with the normal procedure · o_utlined above.· Thesechangks. 
additions, and· omissions are . as follows: 
formula ; 
(!-) Step 1 remairi's as in tM normal application of t~e Dale-Chall · ·,_ 
( 2) The \'tord count for each sample must be exactly 100 words, ex-
1.:. 
_eluding for the purposes· of this study all heading~ and _caption_s~ 
_(3) The· sentence count must include :only the number of whole 
. ' 
sentences in e~ch sample pa~sage; 
-. 
Step ·4 remains as in the normal .a.'ppli cation of the Dale-Chall ·. 
' J ' I ~ 
formula; 
·- , ·· (.5) What would normally be steps 5,6, and 7 are not necessary ·when 
use is made o·f Goltz's table·s. Instead the Dale-Chall ~aw Score must be 
. . 
read directly from Goltz's Table 1, -using the two measures of sentence count 
and unfamiliar word count. 
I , 
. . 
(6) What would norfllally .be Step fl 1 is .changed slightly to read that 
. . 
the _average Dale-Chall Raw Score for all s~mples in each textbook can be 
I 
converted ·to a correcte"d gr ade-1 evel for f~nch t·extb'ook, by reference· to 
. 
Dale-Chall Correction Table. · . 
I 1 
,I 
9 . . 
. Charles .R. Goltz, '.'A Table for the Quick Comoutation of 11eadability 
Scores Usin·q the Dal e--f..hi'\11 Formula,.'. Journal of Oevelopme-nta1 Re~ping, VII 
·. (S_pring, 1964), 184-186. -- ' 
I . 
-'= : 
-. .. ··. 
\ .-
~ ....... 
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TEXTBOOKS _SELECTED FOR TH( STU.DY 
The· textbtroks .selected for .the study were those textbooks re--
commended . for-~~ades f.ou~, five·, ~ix,' ~even, and. e.ight · ~f. the Newfoundla~d 
- I ' 
Department of Education for social stud1es and science. The textbooks 
· selected, the names of the publishers, and the. years in w.hich they were 
publis~ed are given in Table II~ Although other textbooks and materials 
., 
are used by some. ~eachers. in each of ~~e -subject areas, the selection of 
I 
these books for this study, was thought to be of· more significance·to the 
majority of teachers because these are the textbooijs which .are recommended 
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:~ TABLE I i 
u . 
~~jl.J~TED TEXTBOOKS, PUBLISHERS AND. YEAR PUBLISHED . -
' ,. 
----- -- ·--:---:-----'--------------t---~ 
Textbook & Publisher 
Fourth -Grade 
Health ScieAce- Book Four 
. ,• 
Daub 1 ed~y Canada Ltd.' · 
c 
· Modern Science - Level Four 
Laidlaw Brothers 
Elementacy School .Scien'ce (6204.) 
Addison-Wesle¥ Publishing Company 
Around Our World 




Doubleday Canada Ltd~ 
Modern Sci~nce - Level Five 
. Laidlaw Brothers 
Elemetl1'tary School Science (6205) 
Addison-Wesley Publishing . Company 
Newfoundland ·and labradbr - A Brief History 
J.M . Dent ·and So~~ (Canada) Ltd. 
Geognaphy of Ne\'tfoundland 
. . 
Copp-Clarke Publishing· Company 




























Health Science Book Six 
Doubleday Canada Ltd, 
~ Modern Science Level Six 
\ 
Laidlaw Brothers 
Elementary' Scho.oJ Science ( 6206) 
Addison-Wesley · Publishing ·company 
Land of Promise . 
ot.{ ' .· 
The House of Grant (Canada) Ltd. 
Canada - This Land of Ours 
Ginn and Company_ 
Seventh -Grade 
Exploring Science - Stage.·one· 
MacMillan of Canada 
Exploring World History 
·Globe Boo~ Company · 
' •.• l 
Canada and Her Neighbours ~ 
Ginn and Company · 
' I -
. ' 
Ginn Studies in Canadian Histor~ 
Ginn and Company ·' 
. I' 
· -Includes: The Vovaqeurs 
---~--
Colonists at Pbrt Royal ~ 
Nomads of the Shield 
-- --
















1969 . . :. .· . 
1966 . 
.. 1969 . 
1970 




. - . 
.• 









Exploring Science Stage .Two 
MacMillan of Canada 
·· Britain- The Growth of Freedom 
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CHAPTER V 
fiNDINGS 
. . . 
This. chapter conta.ins the results of' the appllcation of the Da·le-
~ . ~. 
'Chall Readability Formula to twenty~one selected textbooks. Grade-level~ · -
. .. 
$,;.. .. .... ' 
rea.dability result~· ,a;e presen.ted in tabula-r form in· terms of tbi-'~r.:. ·, 
rected grade-levels, the percentage of unfamiliar word~, an~ th~ aver-
. 
ag~ sentence length for each textbook. The tables present additional 
data'on the readability of textbooks at each grade-level. These· c:iata \ 
'· I • 
include the overall mean raw score for each textbook, the range of raw 
scores for each textbook, the mean raw scores for success fve. thirds of ' .. 
. . \ 
each ~extbook, and the standard deviation for .each textbook. The mean 
ra>~ scores for successive thirds ?f each textb~ok were derived by \ . . 
' ~-dividing the· total number of samples into thirds and -averaging the raw 
' ' . 
·score of the samples ·in each third. I \:__ 
.-, RESULTS BY GRADE-LEVEL .. · 
... .. 
In analyzing the results of the application. of the Dale-Chall · 
' Readability Formula'in this study two questions w~r~ considered: first, 
' . 
to what extent.do the results . for each te~tbook sampled conform to or 
;; I 
deviate from the publisher~s designated grade-level for that textbook;. 
I I \ 1 
and second, to what extent do . the resu 1 ts for'·e'ach textbook -demonstrate ' 
success or failure in th~ attempt to build into that · textbook a gradual 
1\ '\ 
. progre~ion from material that is ~ less difficult to material that is 
' . 
more difficult for, , the average reader at .th~ grade-level ·for Whjch the 







. . ' . 
., -· 
...... 
.,_ - J 
Readability 'Results of Selected fourth-Grade Textbooks 
The results of the application of the Oa 1 e•Cha 1'1 Read_abil ity 
Formula to ·four fourth-grade ·textbooks are shown in Table III. Around 
. ' . 
Our World, a social ~tudies textbook, Health Science - Book Four, 
43 
Elementary,School Science (6204),i.all · s-~or~d within a r~nge th;t put them 
. . 
at least one grade above 'their designated grade-level. Modern Science -
-- ' . 
Level F.our _sc~red within a range that p~t it at least three grades above 
its designat~d gra·de-level. 
' 
. 
Of the four textbooks sample~ at the fo_urth-grad~ : level. only 
Health Science - Book Four demqnstrates · an i-nternal 'pr.ogressioli from less 
diff.ie:ult to ·more difficult material; Around Our Wor.ld and Modern Science 
Level Four are both-erratic in ·this factor. 
t ".- A -• .J ~· • 





The results of the appl'4.&!tion of the Dale-Chali1 
- " . ! 
Readability 
Formula to five fifth-grade textbooks are shown in Table IV. Newfoundland 
··and Labra·dor - A Brief Hi story, Geography of Newfoundland, and E\ementary 
School Science (6205), ~11 scored with~n a rangi' that incl~~es their ap-
~ 7 
. . . 
propriAte grade-level. Health - Science~ Book Five and Modern S~ience-
. 
Level Five scor~d within a __ range that put them at 1 east two gtades above 
,1 . their designated grade.,. level_. _ 
' 
Of ·th, fi~e textbo~ks sa~pled at -the fifth-grade l~vel, Health' 
. I . 
Science -Book Fi.ve and Elementary School Science (6205) demonstrate 
an int.erna~l prog.ression from less difficult to more di.fficult material. 
Readabi_l i_ty .Results· of Selected Sixth-Grade Textbooks 
' ·, 






. ~ ~ 
·Title 
-
~ A~ound Our 





























5.36 4. 95 . 5. 20 
. 5.13 5. 6] . -5.96 
6.01 5.87 6.37 
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TABLE IV · -......__ . . ' 
. 
• 0 ' ll 




.· ' .. 
Title Raw Score Means Overa 11 Raw . % of Av. ,Corrected 
lstt- Mid . . Last Mean Raw Score ~ Unfam. Sent.~ Grade 




' ... ~ 
. 
l~lr~~nr- 4 Rr;of : ~· ' /' 
.. 
,,"! ~"- .... 
5.48 6.12 _ s:.gs 5.83 _ 4.sr-6 •. s6 _ .37 8..35 17:94 . s~6t'h 
5.62 5.86 . 5.6~ 5. 70 4··. 62-7.10 .74 6'.38 20.05 5-~th 
I '-4 1 
'' 'T ?:, 
' -
-· . 
Boo Five . Js.ss 6.54 ' 7.66 6.76 ; '4.57-8.88 .54 ' 15.40 13.81 ' 7-8th . 
Mode n sc-ience. 
. c:. , 
\ 7-8th 
. I 
Leve Five I I 6.3!' - ·• e 4~ 57 -a_:io' \. ' 
__ 0 6(.13 6.58 6.20. .95 12.85 ' 13.12 
&.. I ~lfn,;\ I \.oU I J .. .. 
-I 
I 
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Formula to five sixth-grade textbooks are shown in Table V. Land of 
Bromfse ·a~d Q~nadd.-~~ La~d of ·o.ur-s, two . social studies textbooks, · and 
. · E1 ementarl Schoil: i~t en.cc (6206)Jscored ,i(H~l "·a range that p1~t t~em. at 
le~'st o~e grade above their: designate~~ade-Jevel:: !iealth'Science-
f •' C I ~ ; • & 1 t 
, I ~ ' 
gook Six and Modern Science ·- Level - Six scored within a range that put 
-. 
·.·~_l· .·.t-J~m at' Jeast tl)rec grades above their,des.~gnated gt:ade-lcvcl _. ·, · 
' I 
-~ 
Of these, h"owever., Mddern Science - Level Stx mOy actu~lly be\: 
" <0 , • 
. 'lower: · the high standard (leviation ft>r that texrnook (1.13) fndicates ... ·~\: · 
/ . . . . - . 
" . . ~ 
sam: yariabi_lity in the sa!npl_ing,from that'. text . . _nhe range ·of r.aw scor~s · 
' .. .. ". indicates some ~ery '.tligh raw scores and ;~cfe~ence' to the raw data for 
• I 
' . 
Modern Science - le~el Si~ shows that there are n~ny samples from that 
textbook which ha·ve extr,emcly' hi,ghi raw scores. ' 
.. . ~ . 
.. 
0 , _ 
Of the five textbooks sampled at' the sixth-_grade level, Land of 
. d 
Promise, a social studies textbook, Health Science ~ Book Six and Mod ern ' 
• P <:) 
Science - Level Six de~ons~~a_.te ·an tnterna~ _progression . f~Oln less ~if-
..... I' • . .. 
~ . ' ~: ' ~ I • 
ficult to more diffic~lt material; Cahada- This Land of Ours, a social 
0 • • • • 
'studies textbook, and Elc;e~t~ry School Sci~nce (6206} "do "not demonstrate 
this internal progression. 
. ' 
Readability Resul.ts of Selected Seventh~Grade Textbooks I . 
· · The results of the appli.cation of the Dale-Chall Readabi-lity 
. , 
. · Formul~: to fou r .se~en~-grade textbook.~ are .shown in Table -VI. Ginn 
Studies in Canadiaf~~-tory. Exp.loring - ·~Grld ·History, and ~xpl.~ril'!9.· 
.- J ~" " • . u -
. . .,/ . . ~~ . 
. Science - Stage~ijn~~ all scored wi.thin. a range which inclu~es .their 
appropria_te gr.ade-l.ev'el.· Canada and Her Neighbours_, a social studies text-:-
.t 
.. ·bOok,- SC_ored within.a rarrge that put it-at least two g·rades below its 
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Land of - . 
Promise .. 6 . 08 
Canada-This 
Land··of Ours . 6 . 45 
He a 1 th Science 
. Book Six ' 6. 75" . 
Modern Science .. : 


































. TAB-:;:; ·t 
READABILITY RESULTS .FOR SIXTH-GRADE TEXTBOO KS 
~ " 
' ~lea·ns Overall Raw ~- of Av . · Corr ect ed 
-4ast· Mean -Raw Scor e Unfam . SenL Grade 




6. ?1· 6, 31 - 4. 94-8 , 10 . 71 11.44 .17. 61 · .. . 7- 8t h 
.. 
f 
' . ;, ~ / 
s-._42-7. 76 -6.61 6 . 42 , 71 ' ' 12 . 50 0 . ~ 16.72 7-8th 
·. 7.37 7 ~ 02 . 5 . 57-8.45 .89 16.72 16 .13 .9..:10th 
~ 





6 . 21 . 6 . 14 4. 92- 8 . 05 .89 11.41 1 2 ~ 09 7-8th 










~ i . ~ 













• "l::r • • 
:IJI Tit]~ . - Raw Score . Means O~erall . . · Raw ·. ~ of Av. . Corrected . . lst ·. Mid. Last ~iean Raw Score Unfam. . Sent. Grade 
.< 3rd. 3rd. 3rd. · Score 
- . 
Range . s,o·. · · Words length Level . 
---... 
Ginn s·tudies In 









Neighbours .. 5.32 5,36 5.56 '5.42 • 4.35~6 -.52 .56 5.52 . 18.47 5-6th 
Ex~loHng- World-
Hi start 6.46 -6.26 6.22 6.31 4.66-8.20 .86 19 .,19 . 14.60 7-8th 
Ex~loring Science 
· ·Stage One .. 6.67 . 7.17 6, 92- 6.88 5.42-9.71 1. 30 15 . 76 15.37 . "7-8th 
: ... 
. . . 
". 
.. . . 
• 
• 0 . 
























· However, the results for Exploring Science - Stage One may be 
...... 
. ' 
u'nreiiable· for the same 're~n'S' ·as giv~n in relation to Nodern Science. -
\ . 
:Level Six. \ . 
''I 
• I ' 
· of the four t~xtbpQks sampled at _the seventh-grade level, Gin~ 
' I . 
internal progression from l~s~ difficult to more difficult material; 
. 
ExpJbring W~r1d Histo~y and Exploring Scien~e s'tage \IOn~. are both erratic 
. in, ttti\ feature 
-
Readability Resul-ts" of S.e 1 ected Eight-Grade Textbooks 
'• 0 
T~e results of the application of the Dale-Chall Readability - Formul~ . 
· to three eighth-grade textbooks are shown i~. Table VI'I. Bri.tain - The · , 
. . . . . ./ . . 
Growth of Freedo~,_ a social studies · textbook, ~nd 'Exploring Science - Stage 
. . . 
Two scored within a range that put .it at least on~ 
- . . 
grade belwo its desig_~· · · .· 






Of the . thr.ee textbooks sampled 9t the eighth-grade level, only 
. . l • 
-· Bri ta.in - The Growth of ·Freedom, a soc~ial studies textbook, ·demonstrates 
an internaf progression from l~ss difficult ·to more difficult material; ,· 
·-southern Lands a~d Exploring Science.- Stage .Two are_ both erratit in this 
.feature 
i.~ 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
In the preceding presenta~ion of. data on the r~s~lts. of the ·ap-
. plication of the Dale-Chall Readability Formula· to selected tcxtbo'oks : 
"' . ' . . . . 
, I I 
· · ,-·in grades four, five, six; sev.en and eight, two questions ~ere consi_ster~- . . 
. . 
· . -· ly asked and answered. · (For a suiTVTiary . of the grade-1 evel . results see 
. . . . . ' ' . 
·~ 0 
· Table VIII.) To the ·first question, concerning the extent to which the --~~-- · . sa~p 1 ed tex tb}ak~ · ~ t each ·. g.ra~e-1 ev~ 1 ar~ shown, by the ·res~ its of ·th.i s 
f . 































'READABILITY RESULTS FOR EIGHTH-GRADE TEXTBOOKS 
Raw • Scpre Means O.vera n· Raw % of 
. 1st Mid. . Last Mean Raw ·score Unfam. 
- . 3rd. 3rd. 3rd. . . Score - ,: ·. Range S.D. Words 
· -
6. 98 -7. f)Q 7 .88. 7,49 6,04-9 .04 .81 17.19 . 
... 
l;!i. 
6'.29 . 5. 72 5.87 6.00 5.05-7.94 Jl · 9.17 
':S-
T.17 . . 6; 99 6.87- 7_,02 ' 5.29-9.36 .77 16.78 . 
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.study to conform to or deviate from their respective designa1ted grade-. 
levels, the resp.onses generally shoW the.·following: at two grade-levels, 
. . . ~ 
.grade five and grade seven, a majoritY of the textbooks sampled conform 
' . . . \ . 
. . 
to their publishers' designated grade-level bu~ at gr~de five -the two 
' ' 
remaining textbooks are beyond theit designat~d grade-level and at grade 
) . J . ' 
• seven the one remaining ~extbook is below its -designated .grade-level; . 
s~cond·, at two grade-levels, gra~e four ~nd grade six, none ·of th_e ' text-
books sa_mpl.ed conforms to its designated gr~de-le~el· since ali scored 
ab~ve ';_ .. third, at the one· remaining grade-level - gr.ade e.ight - two of the 
• 
three textbooks sampled do. not conform to their publishers' de~signa~ed . 
grade-level but scored above it . 
... :~ Q · 
• . I • 
To the second questio!l, concer~ing the extent to which t.he samp-
led textbooks at each grade-level .are 'shown by the reSI,JltS Of this study 
··· ·to exhibit a desirable internal progres·sion from less. difficult ·to _more 
. \ . 
. 
difficult reading material, the results show the following: at .grades four 
and eight, one of the te1xtbooks · at each g~ade-.level (Health Science·-Book · 
!
1
• Four and Brita.in - The Growth of Freedom 4r .. 8) exhibited the. d·e.sired 
' ... 
' .. 
internal : p,rogression from less difficult to more difficult reading 
material; at grades five and seven," two of the textbooks .at each grade-
~ . . 
level (Health Science - Book Five, Elementary School Science (6205) and 
Ginn Studies in Canadian History Gr. 7, Canada and ·Her Neighbours Gr. 7) - '· 
' 
· exhibited the desired in'ternal progression from less diffi'cult to more . 
. . 
difficult reading materi~l; and at grade siX', three C?f the textbooks at 
this grade-level ( Land of Promise, Hea.lth 'Science - Book Six and Modern 
Science - Level · Sjx) exhibited the desired internal progression from less 
difficult to more difficult readin·g mate~ial ·. \ . 
. I 1 .. 
-
· .. 








CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIQNS 
• I 
This study_ was designed to detenni ne the reading difficulty of 
. select~d social stud~es a~d sci~ textboo~s in grades four, .five, six, 
seven and eight by. applying the -Dale-Chall Readability Fonnula . to each · 
textbook: Twenty-on.e social studies and science textbooks,_ each either 
in 'use or unde·r consideration for use in· grades four to e-ight in 
Nei'lfoundland schools, were considered in this study . . 
, . 
. It was hoped · that this study woul ~ indicate whether . the textbooks 
analyzed were written at the appropriate reading level for -the. average 
.... r" -
. . . . . • 'i ·. 
reader in the fourth, fifth, " sixth, seventh and 'eighth gl--ades . . The 
- I l . ~. , ' 
. . I 
average of tbe' rea·dability le_vels for all the sample pa~sages ~ere com-
puted to yield an average' readability level for each textbook. 
In general, the . results of. this , study of the readability of 
selected soci~udi es and_ science te.xtb~oks cpnfi rm the results of 
earlier research in these ·areas. des1pi te the fact that most of thaf 
·.earlfer r~se~rch was · conducted in .the 1950's or b-efore. That earlier 
rese_arch sho-wed that most social ~tudies and science textbooks sampled 
were not at a level of difficulty suitabl~ for the grades for which . · 
they we.re_ assigned, that there was no orderly progression of difficulty 
~n those textbooks, and that ther~· ~ere marked irreg~larities in the 
level of difficulty · in a g{ven tex~book. This study found such ·results 
·in the majority of the textbooks analyzed. · A~cording . to the c,:orrected 
grade-level sc;:ores-, only eight of the twenty-one textbooks sampled were 
. . 
· at a level -of reading difficulty -either equal to or ·lower than their 










~esignated grade-:level. The reading difficulty within the sa1J.1ple9 text-
.:9 
·;books. does not generally progress ·from '.the_ beginning to the end of the 
I ,'J ' • • 
. . 
textbook; only within 1the si-xth-grade textbooks was there evidence of a 
" . 
.- consistently successful attet:npt to ensure internal progressiQn from· less 
I , , .. !.... 
difficult\to more difficult reading O]at~rial. Most of the textbo~ks 
sampled were subject to high .extremes of reading- difficulty in -some 
passages. Co~trol of .extremes of reading_difficulty in textbooks appear.s 
to be~- problem at all gfad.e-levels· . . It ~eems, however,·to be mor~ of 'a 
1 evel of difficulty . of science textbooks •as. compare\_to social studies 
textbooks. The reS4,1ts in th;s st~dy have bee!'\, an~l~ to see -·jf such · 
. ' .. " ' 
.- a difference exists here. It was found that five out of ten (50 _pe~ centl. 
l 
social studies · textboo~s scored at their publfsher's designated grade---
. • I ' 
1 evel; and that two out of el even~(-}8 ·per cent) science textbooks scored 
at -~ryeir publ_isher's design.ated grade-l~vel. Also, ~n this st_udy, it ·was 
: found that five out of eleven·(~5 per cent} science. textbooks ex~ibited 
. . . 
. ~ 
the desired internal progression from less difficult ' to more difficult 
r~ading material; and t~at f6u~ out of ten (40 per cent) social studies 
I I • 
textbooks exhibited the de-sired internal prog_ression .from l·ess difficult 
to mor.e difficult reading materia.l. 
· 1 1 There see~ to be more control over the social studies textbooks_ 
., ' 
sampled in ' this · study compared t~:~ the'science textbo~ks, in that more of 
{ 
I 
·the social st.~ie~ textbooks- conform to_thei~ publishers' de~~ig~ated grade~ 
. . ··~. 
1 evel.· · Yet the science . textbooks exhibi :ted a s 1 i ghtly· greater concern 1 
. ' ,.. , 
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"' ·-. . . ' 
for an internal progression from less diffic1,1lt to more difficult. 
· reading material. 
'-··-
. :I& 
Not only are a large majo_rity (82 per cent). of the science text-
books above their designated grade-level but in the case of these 
• • • • v 
science · text;~ oaks there is genera 11 y a 1 a rger gap ·between· their measu~ed _-. · 
readabil-ity level and their designated level of difficulty' than there .... 
'· 
is in the case of the few social stud1es' textbooks which exceeded their 
design~ ted grade~ 1 eve.l .. 
Thus in this study no _evidence was discovered of an~ marked itn-
. provem~nt in the readability of soc.ial studies and science-text-books from 
. . 
the situation descr_ibed by researchers almost two decades ago. , It is . 
l • . . . . 
l.ikely, therefore, that the problem of ·matchin·g textbook to re·a~er has 
no):.been ~pli{ied, and also that the diffic~·lties of ·composing· a text.: 
book pe rs'i st. 
• 1 
If we accept ~he _.; deal :of ·normal system~ti_c _gro\'lth in ~ding 
. . 
. 
.. , ........ 
development and comprehension of 
• • v ~ • 
. . I. 
. ,books sampled in this study W1i.11 
• . • I 
subject matter, the majority of text-
be seen genera Tly to bi nde_r such growth 
' ' 
as a result of the wi. d~ · rang~ of reading levels and extr~mes in reading 
difficulty w{thin the textbooks .. In .fact the wide range .of reading levels 
I 
. \ 
in. the textbooks make the learni-ng task more difficult for students 
. using those ·~extbooks .. . 
lti 
- ' 
) ~Ttiese.results. raise ·doubts about ·the meth~ods that publishers _ haye 
U$ed and.·are using to 'grade ·their textbooks. Who do they rely on for an . .. 
. . I • ·. 
. - . 
asse'ssm~nt of the worth of their textbooks? 
. . 




happens, ··experts in a specif_i c content a rea it mc)y be . that their only .. 
criterion for a successful textbook is · that material in · the textbook -·~ 
' · .. 







r - . . 
cover the ~elevant ~rea Qf kno~ledge comprehensively and accurately. 
Where this is the c~s~. the expert would pr~babl~ fail t6 assess the 
readability· of the textbook. 
I • , 
We do not. know ho~ a given publisher makes· 
an assessment of his textbooks. Does·he rely on'professional's _judgnient ' 
based .on experience and intuition, and does he seck to ha~e judgment 
_.'I' 
· valJdated by scient_ific instruments such as readability fcinnulas? What-
ever anS.WfjJrS puhl isherS can provide to these questions they should Ola~e 
kno~~ to· edu~ato~s. who will then be i~ a bette~ positJo~ to ev~luate 
the ·accuracy of the grade-level .designation of their textbooks. 
The root of the ' problem may be -the author. ·tr·rs probable that 
authors of . overly dtfficult and uncontrolled textbooks are unaware of 
' I • ', ' • ' -
reading problems that arise in - the classroom. · lt seems ·that . the ·a-uthors · ...... 
·are not writing to corrmunicate _to a ·wfde range of readers but rather 
-they are writing s·imply to present content material. This raises another 
- ., 
question ~b,out the· composition of textbooks: is there an opportu~ity ..e-~. 
' 
fo_r -the r,eading specialist' to con-tribute to the _creation of a given text-
. • . 
.-
book? Even· where~ textbook is the result of the collaboration of 
. ' \ 
·s.cveral authors ..: e~perts in t~e content area and educators ~ogether ·- i~ 
is possible that there is nq ,critical examinati~n made from the readin·g··. 
perspective . 
\~hen we compare the read~bi 1 i ty results for social· s tud'i es and 
. .- s·cience .textbooks . in this study we find that the science textbooks are 
coniparatively mo·re difficult than the social studies textbooks. Wli:Y · 
is this so? It is· likely 'that the author· (}( science textbooks is con--
cerned .with presenting a 'mass of facts of a technica 1 nature in - ~ tech-' . 
nical . form. whereas the author of sociai studies is ~orking with 
I . 
humanistic 111aterial wh.ich _can be'presen.ted in d variety of _fonns, es--
.. 






I • ·• 
,. 
l 
0 t ~· 
. . ()} 
\ 
. . I .... . . 5.7 ·, 
.. cl \ . 
peciany. in an easi"ly-u·nder.stood narrative manner. · The~rfore, the . 
' o I . ' """ ~ author of science·~~terials fs more ·prone than the aut)\(}r of social 
' ' . ~tudies. t_o forgetting his audience in concentra _t~ng on the presentation 
.of his material. 
IMPLICATIONS FOR AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS 
From the aqove discussion and the results of this study certain 
impli.catfons arise f,or authors and publishers. , The most important of ·· 
these isu that authors and publishers,of _social studies and science text-
. k... ' . . ' . . \ • 
books in grades four to eight should grade th_ei r materia 1 more carefqlly. 
l 
Being the experts they are in their content areas, authors should be 
. ' 
' '\ . . 
aware .of tfie heterogenous audience for whom they are writ'ing and the 
I 
. ,..-
· int~rests and reading · capacities of that audienct!:'~~r~roward this end a collaborativ~ authorship .would be preferabl~ to a· s\~le auth~r so long ~ .I "' ·· 
as the reading specialist contributes to the final composition of .the 
p 
textbook. Publishers can us~ more systematic and scientific device_,) , 
d 
. . 
such as readability fonnula~, in c;?nju.n'ction.with the expert opini?~ of 
- . 
professionals, td grade their material more careful,ly. 
Another implication. of this study is that the range· of difficulty 
.in all textbooks should b~ mdre ·carefully controlled. This calls ·for a 
.. 
1-eadabi 1 i ty check on textbooks after the initi a 1 stage o( composition. 
it, some ' po~tion's of the textbook ~ are o'verly difficult, Athen the auth<?r 
or publisher should . rewrite the text using all. devices . that minimize 
_'_oiffic~lty _sue~ as pictures, captions~ dia~rams and contex~ clues . . 
I · ' 
A third implication for authors and publishers is that more 
I 
attentio~ must be·. given to . building into textbooks. a systematic · pro - · 
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' . . . \ \ ' 
gression of re~ding di~fficulty from less difff~ult tcf .more ~i ff\cul t · 
reading material. . T~e overaJl average grade-l~ve{~i.:a. · textbook\does not 
. . . . . :-:\ ·•. . 
t.e.ll the whole story ·about the readability level of~ t~tbook. While 
. . . ~ . 
i.t is not necessary that_.every part of a textbook be at exactly the ·-
' . 
·same r~ading ieveL it is perhaps desirable to conmence af_a.lower level 
,, 
of reading di ffi cul ty and increase it gradually as the textbook ·proceeds< 
Such a strategy would not solve the probl-em of the ·b~ckward reader, but it· · 
I 
shoul'd help a wide rang~'of readers to accommodate themselves to the · 
. ' 
., 
.materia 1 in a . textbook. Authors and pub 1 i shers .should c~eck the text-. 
. ' books they produce according to this criterion of a gradual progression of ·. 
' . 
reading difficulty; they should be willing ·to rewrite parts of the text.:_ 
books i.f necessary to meet·t_njs ..• ~siterion· . . · . 
{ . I . : -.~ ..• 
IMPLICATICJNS FOR. TEACHERS . 
' . \ 
. i 
.. 
In genera 1 . the re~ults of the present s t'~~dy show that the .samp 1 ed . · 
·· "textbooks, which are·all selected for use 'in the Ne111foui1dfand "schools, 
' . 
, 
•.. - ·: . are .too diJficult for the. grades to which ·they- a~e assi-gned : How is_ the 
•· I ~ ' • ~ .. • ' j ~ • • ' 1 t oll <II 
;.. 
classroom te'acher to cope with this difficulty? ,. 
- . . . 
I • , I 
The result? of the. presen·t study imply se~.eral. option~· for -the 
teacher. Of. course~ the teacher caul d ~v~i d using_ ~~ch ove.rly-di fficult 
textbooks altogether. but ·this is not possible where such textbooks ' are · . 
, ' 
. . 
prescribed. Furthermore, where textbooks are used as ~odels fo.,r a cur- · .. _'.· 
~i.cujum outline, it ·iS not f~asibl·~.f~r . th~· t~cher to r~fu.se _t? U~e th?Se ·. 
textbooks. even if he is awa.re that they may caus·e reading problems in his · 
- I 
classroom . 
·~.r,nor~· practical option for classroom teachers · is to use alter.:. 
. . ' " . 
. ' 
. . . 
' j , 








,, . .. . . , . . -
~ native materials to.supplement the more di,fficul~.:-textoo'ok._._ s_uch ;:_a~
~---::-::.-:::: -~- \--=-- ~ . ·- -1 • . 
· native material written--a ~~ead.ing-dffflculty __ should--be ---~---
. · -.~· -.. :~~-:-sroom-in .order to ~o~ , t . < • • ..----
. . _  - -=--- . -~-"-'-'-· - --· -- -· ---
.. ··----~- __ ___ - · ficult~:b . -Supplem~ can~il]~ -.:c'-~' 
' \ . a!t<li_tion_t~lll .p~_e Jl_fcejla>Ot • - - e w - -::--a::.;u;t~ble t~ 
' ' ' 
• I 
··. ' This methdcfT5m~st .effective in-"the teaching o_Lsoeial~nr·---- - · 
-"-;:' - science ~en • h~p te ~,~-;;-~~t l0n5_ .,_f~ a- t~ n bo ~k present pr~b 1 em; • b.ic-a use 
graded materials \AS\ich cover. specific topics in J~ssay form are readiJy 
\ , , • ' ' r . 
available, e.g. ·The ·Reader's. Digest Sc1ence Serie-s. 
~ I ~ 
The use of alternative materials "calls for good ju9gll}ent ·on the 
. I 
" . I ., I p~rt. of the teathlfr. He must select {rom· more d,iffi'cult tex:'tbooks 
' -:} - . 
only 
·those portions which ~ill act~~lly aid 
• ~ ... 4 . ' 11" 
toncepts and which· it is nece.ssar. f · 
.-.... -.... 
the students ip developin 
-st~ :lfthe 
I . 
____ t .... e::-uaclter cl'iOose~ to use anoth<er te.xtb'ook or other rna teria l, he must 
. ' ' ~· seled f!'OI]l the ornass· of ·available writings in hi~ ·io'ntent 0;,rea 'that 
. _, __ _ material whi~h is most appropriately readable .'for the students he is-· 
teaching. In a, sense the teach-er wi 11 need to do his own ·readability 
1,'. / ·, 
study, with the ~elp . of all available resources. 
Wh~r~ the teacher does~1:.{ind sui'table ~upplementary m!lterials', he 
' ' 
-'may combine - ~tie u~~~e than 'one textbo·c)k with ·.a grouping tec~inique . 
in - th~ class_roo~ .. - ·This calls for some ~la~·n.ing, . but when properly ··or- -
gani.zed it h'a's tne ·greatest practical "potential for matching. the right 
• t • I 
"' student: with the right. 'reading material in '>the. content .area. 
usually •. howe'\'er. the classroom teacher lacks' access -to a pool 
..... . 
'· of alternative ·rnate~ials; he then must use the difficult textbook' alone. 
.. 
' () . .. " . 
























minimize the actual difficulty of the teXJtboo.~:. His choice of strategy 
will depend on what elemen.t of .the difficulty he wishes to mitigate. 
,r < 
As the Dale_.Chall ~eadability Formula shows, the main factor in . 
the. difficulty of the textbook.~· sampled in . tnis study' is the large number 
• 
' , . 
of unfamiliar wo~ds they present. As ex~ained above~ th{s is probably 
. '
due to_ the new and specialized term~ necessary and peculiar to social. 
I ' . . 
studiJs and science as teaching ar~as. 
~ ·One of th~ ways ~f reducin~ the sting of unfamiliar word~ is to 
pre-teach. thent to students .• Th.is can be_ done by· attacking -the words 
.·-::--:~·thetnselves, br·e~-king tbem down i~tb ma~ageable and perh~ps ·more ·. familia~ 
• .. Ill , • ... • 
· : · ·parts·. ~his i's ~~pecially necessary where the new.'wo~d -- is part 'of a 
.!'-~ .. • • • 
. <1'-->-...te~hnical vocabulary ~ut resembles' words of a .more general app~icat.ion. 
... . 
·~ . 
'Another strategy i,n the face of a textbook • s hea .. vy vocabulary 
.1 . :· ·lo.ad is 't'o .explain .th-e word in context~ th'e-reby de-mystifying it,. This 
< , • 





ap.proac.h wi,-1 reveal what the word is -person, place or thing -by stre.s-
sing its yerb~l cdntext, and also what the w6rd refers to, by describing 
/ . -
how it. fits i 11 w.ith other perh.aps familiar facts. or concepts. · 
b . \ < 
•' ' 
·A by-product of the above approaches to di~'ffi cult vocabulary is 
. .. ' . the preparation-of ·ttl student to cop~ in·depenc\ently with unfamiliar 
·v 
. "WOrds .. Once the stud nt understands and accepts"the use o"f word attack 
J I' I 
. , ~ . . 
ski 11 s_, ,he car hand e tre worst of aiw textbook. 
~f reducin"g effect of heavily- loaded technical 
•. I • . 
. q 
.. 
. ~ . . 
sections of.a te'xtbo~k is a simple o ·, ~u~ one which works well,wi.th 
. ~ . . . 
' . 
science te.xtbooks '·in par~icul_ ar. Tl at is s~mply to presen·t ·content · 
\''-
material to be read by students the ·smallest possible 'portions, ·s.o . · 
' • I / 
\ ' / 
' < 
J 
I .. , 
' • 
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. . . 
" ~s t'o · facili.tate co~prehens.iqn. One of the series of science textbooks 
. . 
sampled \n .this study lends its~ff ·to this approach.: the Elementary 
School Science ,seri-es uses ·only very brief textual explanations· and 
., supplements them with groups of exercises i'n tho nature of exper.i mental · 
{llustrations o~ a giv~n toncept. Thus the reader is spared the technical 
. .... ~· 
vocabulary uotil the· experirnental stage, wh'en he has the advantage of 
' ..-. . ' 
seeing b~fore him concrete representations of the words. This new series 
. . 
of e·lernentary.scicnce textbooks demonstrates'the value of smaller doses 
of rea·d.ing in .~he contel')t ar'eas; 
. o, \ 
. .... 
' 
. ~ ... 
Another aspect of the reading di ffi cul.ty in. the .sampled textbooks 
~ . 
was a lack of gradu~l progression from less difficult ·to more difficult 
' 
naterial. ' This symp~om means that the child who is new to a g·;ven tex,t-
.book and to a g1ven grade:.l~vel cannot e'xpec~t any easy transition from 
·his -previous readi~g tas.ks. Again it .is t.fe· ·teacher•s ~lace to provide 
• t t I ' 
such a trans}.tion, even when he must do so with ,an err_attcallr ~Rnstru~t- . 
. I • , #fll' 
. . 
~d textb'o~k. . " · . . ' L-· . . ~ . . · I~ ' 
I ., 
) · The ·.teacher shoiJ'l d try td con en sa the erra.tic textbook y 
pre-·t~aching vocabulary, as in 
the earliest stages of th use of a ew textbook: this .wi·ll pefully 
( .. 
·'-;. l 
ease ih~ . impact of 'al ea~ly · stages. 
" Another s ategy tow~rds this same en~  ach,~he textbook . 
: i~_sel. f, }~lat ·y·, to familiarize the child with all : the ids to reading 
which are oilt into the. textbook. These incl\Jde gl_os ries, ind~xes, 
. . 
and visual aids whic~ explain .textual 
... 
r~fi ~ne.~t .of t~ .~~aching t echnique ~s f:r· the teacher .to p~ovi.de his . 
n study guide to the students, one which"-;could specifically compensa~e 
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' 
for the textbook •s shortcomihgs ·.- To prepare these study · ~uides the 
teacher woul~· h~ve to identify' the skilis needed t~ r~ad the particular· 
.textbook with understanding;. he w~then. ~esign a' guide ~t;ch.'could be 
~ . . 
used by students during "their reading, of th~_ .textb_ook. 
As for the third a~pect of the difficulty bf the sampled text-
. . . \ . . . 
books- the chronical~y high extr.emes inoread.ing levels from page to · ~ 
. ' 
page -· agaJn the most e~fective strategy is pre-teaching on a day-to-day 
. ' . 
basis .to prepar,e the student to cope with tlie "inorl)dinately den~·andin{j 
' ~ . ' 
- I 
passages. Also . it may be more possibl~ to ·avoid or replace the most 
difficult of these passages· since they cov.er only small amount of conten.t 




IMPLICAT~ONS FQR FURTHER R£SEARCH 
Th'is t.study. raises many questio'ns ·which we cann.ot yet answer. Why, 
11' •• 
fo~ example, are textbooks not composed so as to meet the demands of .~he 
aver.age cl assrooin? There is a need _for further research into the com-
· ~osition of textbooks that are in use in ~ur schools~ and there ~s · also 
.. . 
a need for innovative research into the theory -and practice of textbook 
• ~ d 
composition. Furtherm~re, we need to improve the few reliJble readability 
. .. • . • . ' . tl. • . . 
0 .-, 




assess~i·M and selecting reading materials for instructional -purposes .. . 
• ,J' ' I ' • 
• • • '7 •J " 
. Yet ~ewer creitive textb~ok~ are a~ailabie t6r u~e ·in th~ clas~-
.. . . \. 
Unfortunately th~ey often· re_ly on media··other than.lhe printed' \ room. 
word to communicate . information., · The conventional . readability formi.Jla iS 
. . . . \ . . . 
not su·i tablj f~~- ~se p.~ . tools .. for e.v~lu.ati ng. su.ch ~ex tbo?ks,n Re.search· . · 
ers should sa·rry out w~d~-ran~ng .readab1l ity studies; on such new inte_r:. 
/ 
mediate-grade textbotiks in social studies and science. For this·they 
" 





















"' . I • 
·a · c.omprehensive ·rating' for non-ver~al media: Where,_ as in ' the oElementary 
, _ 
<> • ~ I o • • • • o ' f ... • ' ' ' 
Scho'ol Sc.ience - serie,s, there ~s 1es.s emphasis on expository .text iit1d more 
- ~ 
. elllphasis on exercises and experiment's, a suitable readability formula . 
- . ,.., 
~WOUld ha.~e to 111easure 'the level'9f reading 'diffiCI}lty of these .ti~ferent .:--
. ,. . - I .J. , 
types of reading . m~~erial. " ':-- . 
I , 
\ • • I ' ' 
The readability formulas that are available at present need to 
' • t ' , • 
' I . 
be upd~ted, especially ·th~se forniulas which rely ()n word J,ists~ Worq 
, . . , . I . ·. 
lists used with r~adabil.ity formuJas to determi'he the difficulty of the 
vocabu 1 a:·ry of con tent rna te,ria 1 sho~ ld be 'revi se9 to ac'coun t ·for new words 
\ I • • ' • ' ' • . ' ' 
'that are now par.t of efery child 1 s vocabulary·and also to include ~ol-
• r 
loquialis'ms that are becoming accept;tble in instructional'materials', 
. . . .. . .. . 
- . . 
Such revisions must keep pace Vlith .th~ impact of television on children's · ·~--
. ~ . 0 . 
. . . 
exp~ri ence ~nd 1 a·ngua ge·. . . · 
0 
N~w research qn such ~evisions ·should. also inve:..$}\gat~ how to · 
\ 
keep· word lists abreast of advances . in the· social studtes and in science. 
. . . . __ ~?-: ~ · ·· ~ 
. .- _ The ide~ ~hat one ·wQrd '_}~st . represents tbe basic fam1li-ar.ity wi.t~. the · · ·. , 
. . . .,~4t.. ~ . . - . . ·. 
language necessary for reading in a ·va·r:iety of disciplines may be question-
. . . . ,. . .. ·, ... "-"" .• 
. ed. R.e~earchers shoul.~ _ consider. the conipilation of special .ized word .Ji~~ 
for each content area_ taug.ht in: the inte.r.mediat·~~grades •. ;these ~co~ld 1be o/. . 
compiled on the bas ·is of.i.nvestigation into the · farni1iarit"y with the 
. . - " • . J . . ~ - ~ • . . . .. • • . . '. ... . . : ' . · 
,a ·· ter'iilihology of a· discipline that a-child brings with hir:n ~o a given 
.· . . ' -' . : . 
.. _. .. .. instructij..nal lev~l. Wit_h such speciali3(d w.o~d li __ sts it ,would ?e· 
,. -· ·'...,.. ·possible to make more ·precise reada futy:~'Studi=.es of socia.l studies and 
. ~ . /7 . j.... ,./ • • .. 
-· . • - . ' ..... • • . \ . /7 -
.. -~··· science textbooks than· the pres t gen tal wdrd 1 list~ allow. 
. . .. 
In genera 1, then, t6 be done into t~~lbopks, 
. 
readability formulas, This. research is necessa·ry both 
.. 
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.. -. :-... ~ 
·. . 
ce ·of advancement in the s·ocial . studies ·and : . 
' , • I 
\ ' .:. 
textbook f~· intended to be repr~sentative of 
. concept.s of the~e ·disci p 1 i nes' it ; s necessary that the.re 
.. . .1 
' I 
be· CO(Itinuing study in.to the best methods Of cre~ting accurate tex.t- ·: 
books · which children can r'~ad With · understanding~ 'l 
. , 
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, TABLE IX 
. -
READABILITY DATA DERIVED _FROM FOURTH BRADE SCIENCE TEXTBOOK." 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE ( 6204), PUBLISHED BY ._ 











;:; of . 'Raw · 
Words - ~ Sentence~ Unfam. · Score' 
. Words 
' 100- 9. ' Q. 11 a· 4.19 -
'n 
. 100 8 9 13 1'1 5.68 
' -
:J 
100 - 12 2 8 I . 2 -4. 37 \ ' . - .. 
' 
-100 11 _'IS - ·'n 15 - 6.48 
100 9 '. 2 -·. ' 11 - ' · -2' ' . n .. so-
I 
100 10 .,., : ' 10 2 4.45 
- £. 
' 100 . 10 'J ' 1(} . 3 4.61 .,, ' 
100 _8 8 13 ' .. - 8 5. 52 
-· .-
' . 100 ' \ ' -~ 1 ' 3: 0 3 4 .40. .• 
,' 100 . 12 -16 p . 8 16 6 . 58 
: ilO · .. -100 a· ... :g 13 - 9 5.68 
,-
' 120 ' 100.- 11 6 9 8 5.03 
' - ' ' 
.- ' . ' > 
•. ..},31 - 100 • 12 7 ' 8 7 5.15 
--14.0 -. ' 
,r 100 10 4 10 4 '-4. 76 
' 
151 - ·. 1:00 11 19 - : 9 > 19 .: 7.08 
-
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Ra\'1 Grade-Lev·e 1 
Score .Corrected 
5.76- 5-6 
5.55 5-6 , 
6.78 7-8 
. 5.36 ' . 5-6 ( 
5.24 5-6 
- 5 .05 5-6 
... 
5.61 5-6 
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.. TABLE x·· 
REAOABTLITY DATA DER.IVED FROH FOURTH-GRADE"_sc IENCE TEXTBOQK. ~~. , 
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No. ·of · · No . of No. of Average . %of Ra~>r ·Grade-Level 
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-··-· 1 . 10 . 10 )\·- 11 \ 13 . . 11 5.99 . .7 -8 ... ' I ' 2 ' 20 .- 100 . . • 22 11 22 ·, . -7.66 9-10 
3 . 30'· 100 ,· 
. - 8 . . -~o _.·· . · 13 10 5.84 5-6 





. 100 9 ', .' .13 . 11 
' 
13 ' E.24 7-8 
• -
' 
. -~ 7 ·••• 11 • .I ·. s· . .. 50 100 9 7 5. 29 .. 5-6!) . . -~ . .. . .. 6 60 100 7 . ' ltl 6 5.29 5..:6 
. ' ... ' 




.. 100 . 
. 8 . 18 ., l'l 18 
" "' 
7 .10. 9.-10 
r: ' ' .,. 
• 9 90 100: 7 7 ' . 7 5.45 ,s~-6 





.. 110 . 11 100 . . f(' ; 5 5 5.05 . 5-6 
- . - . 
12· 120 100 8 
""" 9 9 5. 68- . 5-6 . 





' 14 0 140 . 100 6 $' . 6 ' ~ ·5 .111 5-6 . ......... 
A. ... ' 
"' 15 150 100 ·g 12 6.08 . 7-8 
r . . ,
' . ,, 
. 
' . 
~ . ,. 
·""- " """'\ . .i ' - • ~.L-:- ·\ ! • . '-- . ' . "'i 
. "" . -\ 
























· .. ~ 
Sample Page 
Number · -~ No. 
No ._ of 
'l6 . 
- 17 , 
... 
18 














- \ (' 




. . 160 100 , 
170 . . ' 100 
~- -~9 . . -~ . 100" 
. . L ~ .. ~~A~-- 100 
100 
---, 
21P .. • 100 







260- . ·-100 
. 270 1otf 
2700 
- ~--: .· 




·~LE XII (cont'd) 
"-... • . c . 
,,- -. - , . 
No. of ·1 No. of . 
Sentences Unfam; 
- . 9 
8. 



















































.. ' ,, 
(.. 
-











· .. 14 
7 












. . : ', ~ 
. ~ 
"" \. "' ' ' · ·"'' . I " -.._, • 
·.. . "~'!' .. - ~· 
... : " . ' . 
- ···:"''-~.­














. 6'. 08 
~.81 
5.40 





~ .. . 































·. Sarnp 1 e . Page 
~ 
--
• Number No. 
.. . 
1 IO 




. 4· 40 
. 
~ 5 . 50 
6 ·,· 60 
7 . 70 
~ 
' "' 
8 80 .. 





-· -12 . 120 
13. - - .130 . .. 
)4 . 140 
.. 
' .· 15 -· ,(, 150 
.. . 
J 
- • 0 
., .. , ... 
- ' 
- ~ ,. 
-(,. . .... 
. 
- , 











TABLE XIII · . l 
~ • 0 
.· READABfLiTY DATA DERIVED FRnr~ FIFTH-GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOK. 
· NH/FOUtfDLAND AND LABRADOR - A BR1 E( HI STORY, PUBL ~SHED BY 
:-.,. 
J .M: DENT . & . SO~S (CANADA) LTD. 
• 
~ . 
• ' r~o. of- . No~ of No . . of Aver~ge· · ~of Raw 
Hords . a Sentences Unfam. Sentence Unfam. · Score 




100 5 2 20 ' 2 4.94 ~ 
100 . . 6 . 10 17 10 _G'1 6.04 . f' . _j . 
' 100 . 7 3 14 - '3ct-d''l 4.82 
. . 
' 100 7 .g 14 9 - 5 . 77 
-100 . 5 ·B 20 8. ~ 5.89 ' 
100 - - .~ 6' ~ 17 . 6 ·-5.41 
' . :-;-1 6·. 56 100 14 14 14 - . 
. 
6.'20 . -100' 6 H . . 17 ' 11 
' 
'100 6 . 8 .17 8 f . 5.73 
. - ··~ ' •• 0 
100 . 5 10 I ' ¥ • . ... ·. 20 . 10 6.21 






u 10 <' ·14 10 5. 92 . ·. -
.. 
. 100 • . 5 . . 8 20 8 5.89 
.. ' 
100 ·r • 
. . .. .. 
Q 
~ ·6.20 -4 
-9 25 0 . - · 9 
100 5 -. 6 . . 20 · 6 5.-58 . 
... 
100 7 11 . 14 14 6.08 . 
••:1' 
. ' . . 
- ~ · ' 
. 
. ~·-- ~ • e . . 
. \ ,~; :.. . . .. '.. .. f:. -~ ~ .. ~ 
' · 
... 










-4 . • . 
. ~ . '•;,.- ~ 
·:"j'_ , .. 5-6 . ""'../ '. -. 






• - fl· .. 0 ' 















~ :/ j 
- ~· 
... ;:._,,, 
. :~··' i 
- - . . : . . . -- }• ' . ' 
, :_.. y. . - , - TABLE XIIi (coni.·~) .----~...:___---:--== .\. . . - . . ' . I ,..._ - ; . 




.· ·--.,. ,. 1\ . . 
., 
0 
.. . . 
. Samp! ~-- . page No. of - . . ~o. of No .... of·- Average . , ~ .. of Raw Grade~Level 
Number No~ r ~ords Sentences ··Unfam. Sentence . l . .-·Unfam. ' Score Cor rected 
· ~ · -~~ · . · Hords :- Length · · -..-. Words .... 
• ~ . c::t ) 
... ' , ~ ~ .... -
. 
·16 V""'\ 






~ ',]· . 







I .:~.:_--~- 'r' • 




. . _- ... 






"' ' - ·· · ' 
A·¥erage 
.. . . ~- .: t 

















• • ..... 0 
~ 
"· ' ' 






































. . . 
_>./ G!'...::-7' 
_. 
.. > ' 0 ' 
~ 
,. 
.,~· . \ 
--











~-· . 6 .. : 60, 
7 . -70' 




10 . . 99. 
11' 110 















· TABLE XIV 
. -<!:; : -·· 
•: 














GEOGRAPHY OF 'NEWFOUNDLAtlD. PUBLISHED BY 











































100, ~ . 4· 5 &; 
( ' 
3 33 , . JOO\ , 3 · . 
\ \ - ......... ~ \ • ' I • • 
100 ""' . . <1 q 
100 ' ' > 7 
3 17 .. - "'\' 
14 • '\' 
17 
·• "- . . . 
100 . ' ~&· 





























'6 ~52 . 
" 





5. 0~:,.- -·· . ~5- 6 
' .'f 
·-4.62 ,;4 ~ 
. 5_. 73 . '5-6 
5 .. 73 5-6 
,: ' . ... 
-7 .• 10 9-10 
5.26 5-6 
5.'72 . 5-6 
5. 57 5.-6 ·. 
5.76 5-6 . 





















•. · • TABLE XIV (cont '_d.) 
.. 





.· . ·: ~ 





·- 'P." • I( 
. \ . 
,. 
lJ 
- •• :1 
~- .~ I 
# 
• " ...,. 
,. -- ~· c:,~' ~ ': 
. ~ -

































































. . . . - 7 

























.... . . . . . - . .t . 
J 
II 
. READABILITY .QATA CERIVED FROM FIFTH-GRADE SCIENCE. TEXTBOO~. 
~ 
HEAlTH SCIENCE - ~OOK FIVE. PUBLISHED BY 
DOUBLED~Y CANADA LTD. · 


















































' . 10'1 
"' . 
2200 




















































. . . ~- t ; .. : ~ 
t -
. - ··~ 
< 










·- I .. ' f 
/ - --
" ' 
' - . - -'~ ... __ ~ 11, 
.. ~ : - ~ . 
. .. :.; . ·~ 
.•. r · 
I , 


























































































TABLE XVI · 
--
. . . 
READABILITY DATk DERIVED FROM FIFTH-GRADE SCIENCE TEXTBOOK, 
·. ,. ... 
MOO ERN SCI HlCE - LEVEL FIVE. PUBLISHED BY ·l 




No. of No. of r~o. of Average :~ of Raw Grade-Level 
14ords Sen"tences Unfam. Sentence Unfam. Score Corrected · 
vlords LenQth · ·uords 
b - r;._.. ~ 100 8 . 4 13 41 ' 4.89 -4 . . 
100 . 5 . 19 ?.0 19 7'.63: . 9-10 
,_,. 
100 . 9 ~ ·20 11 . - 20 ?.35 · 9-10 0 
100 11" 10 . \ 5'.-fi6 10' Q 5-6 . ~ / 
100 ·a . 2~-- . ' ' 13 2 / 4.57 -4 r 
100 9 5 11 - 5 ~ 4.98 5-6 --' 
"" 
-100 . 9 . ' 17 -:1_1 .' 17 6.87 7-8 _:_ 
" 
- 100 8 11 ' 13 .11 5.99 7~8 
. 100 . ·a 19 - 13 19 . 7.26 9-10 
7 
., 
'100 9 - 14 0.::. - 9 5 . 77 5-6 
100 8 . IS-- -13 . '· 15 6.62 7-8 
6 ' ; ' 100 23 :-~· 23 8.10 11-12 
-
100 a· 10 Hl . , 'f _13 - 5.84 5-6 co 
""' 100 9 18 ·u 18 '7 .03 9-10 . 
100 8 8 13 . 8 .--r · 5.52 5-6 
, ! 














17 .. < 
18 . 





• ~·verage · 
b 





























No. of · · 
Words ·. 
.. 


























TABLE XVI ·(cont!d) 
..... '\.. 











' 9 . 































. 1.3 . . 
. . 
Average % of 
Sentence ' c Unfami 
Len~th · Word$ 
l'L 20 
• l 25 ~ 18 1 
7 g· "'·. 
0 
. J7 18 .., 
.... 13 18 
1 
;<) 9 13 . 
.... 
0 . ~ 17 6 . 
• 
.H 10 
11 .. 9. .. 
14 g. 
·11 14 
13 - ~ 13 
' . • 35i! .. 
-
13.11 1"2. 8S 






























































• 'V-f • 
























t ·I ...-~ \ \~ 










. TARLE XVJI ~- \ . ,. 
, 
" READABI LITY DATA DERIVED FRON FIFTH-GRADE SCIENCE TEX TBOOk • . 
- El.H1ENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE (6205), PUBLISHED bV -
.  
.qy . 




... , ... ! . .. 










Raw ·G rade~Lev el 
No .· --~ Words Sentences 
' ' 
ltl 100 ~ 'g . . 5 
, 
. 
·. 20 100 ( IO· •<-8i) 30 ·. 100 ,· 10 - 7__ 
' 40 100 7- . 5' 
. '·' 
- 50 .• . · 100 \ -1 2 4 
... 
·61 - .. 10D 10 10 
-
70 . t. 100 10 . - 10 I 
80 . ' 100 .g 7 
90 ' ' . 100 9 r 12 
~. . . 
-
~ . 100 . ' 100 - 9 16 
. 
. ~110 100 8 ~ 7 
~- ~ .. . .. 120 100 . · 8 r 10 . 
129 - . . - ' 100 - .. , 
. 1' 
8 6 
: . 139 100". 8 ' . 4 
... 
• I ~ 
' ' 
.. 150 100 . 9· 6 
. . , 
' -
. 
' 160 · 100 a· - 8· 
' ·. 170 100 . 6t . ~ . 10 
. . 
. ~ ... 
11 . 5 
io : 8 
.~ ... 10 • l . · 
. 14 5 ,. 
: 




10 . olQ 
~ . 
11 7 ... 
11· 12 # 
. . 
. 
<. 11 · . 16 
13 . . 7 
13 
. 10 
13 ' ~6 
. ·r 
13 4 
... 1 i ~ . ~ 6 ' 
-13 8 
17· .' 10 
Score . Corre~ted 
. . 4 .98 5- 6 
5.40 5-6 
5.-24 . 5-6 
5. 1£1 5-6 . 
4 . _68· 
· - 4 
5 .]1 . 5-6 
. 
5. 71 . S-6 




5. 36 . : 5-6 
. 
5.84 ' 5-L 





.;; . 14 5- 6 
· .. ' s:s?. 5-6 












~ l .. 








·-- ~ ~ 
. 
- ' h ·- . ' - ~·~~ '\ . ~ 
' a' 11.. ( -
' ·-
il 
. . . ! 












c . ' . . 
. . ~ 
. . 
.. 
0 TAfllE XVII - (cont'd) - ~ . 
"' 
-- ~ .-~ 
., 
, ) 
. , > ' 
' 
.. . 
-~~-- -samp 1 e Page -. ~fo. of - No. of No. of .... Average ;~ of Raw Grade-Level -
Number · r-~0. Words .~entences Unfa~ Sentence urifam . . Score Corrected 










' 19 . 188 ·100 ' . 6 16 I l?o 16 6. "99 
. 9-10 . . 
. -
~0 100 . . ·200 7 ' .•. . 11 -, '1 4 11 6.08 - 7-a· • . . '·~ , ·. ' ~ 





\ . 22 
. 220 . . 100 8 , 14 .13 . 14 6 . 49 7-8 . 
~·· . ' 
,, . . . I 
. .. 23 ~!:I '100- - . . l 0 22 ·10 22 7. 61 ''9-l~ r . . -. D . 0 . - 1--~ 24_- lQO • . 7 17. '14 . . 17 7.03 ' 9-10 
. .; . • 0: ..... 
2.5~ - . 250 / 100 7" 3 lt1 · '3 4.8?. -4 
. .. 
26 -: ·.260 - 100 9 . 2 . . • ·11 2 ., . 4.50 ...:4 . . 
27· 270 100 7 . 4 . lt1. -4 a.-. ~P; 5-6 1 . . 
...... 
' 
, o \ r' ' \ ,' 
• 28 - •~>280 100 ll 
-
. 6 .. 10 6 ·5.03 S-6 
J \ . 
- \ ' \ -~9 .. . 289 . 100 .. 9 . 8. 11 · . e 5.115 · S-6 
. ' . 
._ ... \'- "r 
. 
. f ·:_\~Ov- _. . 298 100 • 8 . ·_ .. 11 13 .'·' -ll 5.99 ]-8 -
• . . • 
. ... ". )~, ' '3-to \ 100 -8 12 13. 1£ . - 6.15 7-8 




• .. ' f ~ . : ... 
' . -, . 
. . 
. -
• -~ Q- '). . ·} ") 
' --
· Tot 1 3100 264' - 2R8 377 I.• -- . ' .. . . 
I ··: . .. ~ -. . 
Average· _l 00 ""' g 9 l?..lF -9.29 - . 5. 79 ' 5- ~ CX) : ," ,#. . ' ~ -
. . 
" ·3 : 
-
,?· ;, (' 
.,.- -.~- - . ""'--· . -- . ~ 
' · 
---
t9 - . 
• I : 





a."i· ~- l: 
~ ' ;;_ . 





READABILITY DATA ·DERIVED FROH SIXTH-GRADE SCIENCE TEXT~OOK, ·. 
"" ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE \620G) '.PUBLISHED BY. 
, .• ~~!...:: ' <:. . . · ~ ADD'ISON-~JESLEY ·PUBLISHI.NG COMPANY 






" 1 . 10 100 9 -. . 8 11 · 8 
0 
I . 2. 20 lOd .6 I 11 17 11 
3 29 100 9. 11 Tl 11 . 
g· 
5 
4 . . 40 
' 
. 5 - . 50 
]00 7 .. . 9 t . . , .1.1 . 
. . 
100 · ·io ·. . 5 1 0 -
6· 61 . 100 
...._ 
. 9 , . -7 · 11 ] ·· 
7 ' . 
- . 70 100 · n 10 9 ·lQ 
~4 8 . ' ' so 
r ; 
100 6 14 17 
.... 
9:.. 90 100 8 15 13 15 : 
I 
·1 0 ·100 100·. 10 -
' 





. .-·11 110 
12 ' . . 120 
, 00 . 1:- . . 8 . '• 17 . . .-1 3 
: . ·- . 
.' 
100 8 ·~ .' 5 13 
. 
' 9 13 • I . 129 100 9 0 9 11 
.. 
11t - 14' 1.39 . 100 . . , ·p 'l4 17 
' 




:17 ~ . 170 
. ,, " . 
. 100 . 11 15 · 9 
J . .. 
' 
.. 9 '!' 







. 1 - , 
·• 
5. 45 r 5·- _6, 











. 5. 05 
5.61 


































. o . \ . . • • . I 
_ • • ·. · . •. TABLE _X~I-II,(cont'd) • • I 
fi I 
1 














X ·of Raw 
Unfam. · Score· 














































. ~ 6 
8 
27 210 1oo' n 10. 
tl ' 2s 2ao • ·1 oo · «~ · !) 7 · I ., . -1 · ( -· 












- 'tt o A 
·9 
· · Words t · 
?. L1. 







14 ,· 15.29 
8 5 .61 
'-" 9 ., S.fil 













. 5- 6 
7·8 · 
5-6 
I, s·-6_ .- \~ 
I s~6-
-~ 
-~-" . 29 _ ·-2_90 . 1_0? 10. , . \.\ 2Z 












5. 93 ' 
l . 
9-1 0 
5-:6 · I 
) .· 









354 . • . 
. '·. 11 
13 
375 
12.09- : 11.41 
7. 73 9-1 0- .. 
6 .·14 ·, 7-8 




• I ' I }~ 
......-































































. ~- ' . 
/ 
a · · . 
. J .. · 
·.· I 
l 
. • ~' I 
READABILITY DATA 'DERIVED FROM--SIXTH-GRADE · SCIENCE TEXT~O.O~ · '\ .. 




I ' I . 
No.'of~f-
Words . Sent ences 
, 
. ., 
No. -of Average · · % of. Raw · · \ · Gracde-Leve 1 
Unfam. c--5-er:ttenc~ · Unf am. Score Correct ed 
Words Length Words 
.· I 
100 10 ·a . 10 8 5.40 i . I .5-6 
100 6 . . 25 . ' 17 ' 25 ... 0. 41 11-12 
< 
100 13 . 8 8 8 ..... 5.29 s..:6 
·wo 0 17 17 ·. 17 7. 15 9-10 ' •· 
r . 5-,· 
16 20 "' . , 16 7. 15' 9- 10 . 100 . 5, 
100 - 7 13 - ld 13 , 6 .40 7-8 
100 7 17 . 14 . 17- 7.03 9-10 ·. 
. 




13 .. 20 13 6. 68 7-s· 
-
. . 
-s · 100 ~ . 
100 6 16 . 17 16 6.99 9-10 . 
, 
17 . ' . r's . . 6 .. 83 
.j 7 -~ '15 . 
It 
19 . . 17 19 7.46 • I . 9-10 ' 
100 6 
' ' 
100 ' 6 -
100 . 9 13 11 
" 
13 . 6.24 7-8 
18 
' 
10 ~Bv8 9-10 23 0 20 23 8.26 11 - 12 
. . r \D 
. . 
. . 0 
· roo 10 
, 
5 ' . 100 
' -







Sample ' Page 
Number· - No. 
No. of · 
--words 
. ; · ~ 
.. ' 
~.~ . 
TABLt XI~ (cont'd) 













16 160 - ioo 6 · ., 21 11 21·:· 
17 170 100 ·7 ,_ 28 14 28 
18 180 . . 100 6 23 ... \ , 17 23' 
19 ·-_190 100 8 13 20 
. 
. . 
.io 6 2.0- . 200 100 10 '24 
~ 














. 23 230 
24 240 
25 . 2~0 ' 
































17 _ ~. 26 





































Corrected . / 











. . ·j 9-~0 
• I 13-15 







·.  . i 
. ·I 
I 























, ·. 12 
. . 'I_' 13 
-- 14 
1 s. . 






. __ .\,,. ,. 
TABLE:' XX . • 
~f' . · REA.DABILI'f! ~PDATA ntRIVEI:i FROH SIX·n~~GRADE ~CIEtlC_E· -r'E~TBOOK: · . 
HEALTH SCIENCE-- ROOK SIX. PUBLISHED BY 
'- -DOUBLEDAY CANADA LTD .. 
~~~- 'No. of Nc>: bf - No. of Average % of Raw 
No .. Ho.rds · Sen'tences ' Unfam •. - Sentence _ Unfarri. Score 
\·lords Leng' Hords . 
10 . 100 10 · 16 10 16 6 .. ~66 ,.. 
20 . 100 6 18 17· 18 7.31 
. . ' . 
30 .· ~ 100'- . .... 6' . 9 17 . 9 5.88 
. ' 
. I 
' . - 5.88 40 100 6 • 9 20 . . --9.-------
so· 100 . . - 5 8 20 8 ' 5.89 
. 
.. "' ~ 
60 . too · - 6 . - 17~ 17 . 17- 7. 15 
- 4< 
. . . 
70 100 7 . 16 . . 14 26 ,8 ."45 
-
. 
so . 100 7 20 . . 14 20 7 tSO 
- 90 100 6 
' 
7 17 ·7 - . 5. 57 . 
. 
~0(} 100 ' ·6 22 17 22 . 7. ~4 
-
110 100 . . . 8 g · "13 9 5.68 
- - . I 1~0 . 100' . .. 6 . 18 17 18 7.31 
130 . ~00. 6 - 18 17 18 7.31 
: i: 26 .. 140 .100 8 ·- 19 . 13 - 19 .., 
I 
150 100 . . 6 c 17 ·-17 17 7 .'15 . 
. 
I 
··-t"- ' . 
-. . 
·' 
. L .. 
I' 
. - - ~~-. . 
- ~ ' ., 
I . 
I Grade-Level -. 
I . . 
























. 9..;!0 1.0 
l N . 
r~~o 
-













.: No. :. 
16 
17.· 
. , 18 
. 19 








22 -· 220 


























TABLE XX (cont'd) , 
No. of No. of Average 






6 '23 ·17 
7 -If; 1.:1 . 
5 21 20 . 











































































1· .• .. 
:; 

















)"--. ·. t» - • \ ~-





























- -_· 5 
8. 
. 10 -
No . of ~ve.rage 






- 5 - 20 
14 ~ 13 
23 , ' 10 
I 
% of Raw Grade- Leve 1. 
Unfam. Score Cor~ected · 
Word~ 
' 1 I 
.I 
20 7.21 ,. 
·] 9-1 0 
5.42 5~ 6 • 5 I --7-8 - 14 6.49 
., 23 7.76 ·I 9-lo · 
• 
zon-. · · 1 oo· .· .. ~-,:-9 : - 1s 11 1s fi. SE 1 -7-8 
,..,. . ? . . . 
209 '100' 8 ' - . 8_. 13 8 5.52 1- ?-6 
- -218 - 1 oo , 4 - .:r 6 2'5 - - 16 7. 10 .
1
. 9-1 ~ 
d ~ l 0 
. -
Total ' 2200 · 1~9 - ~ · · · 2_75 398 - . . . ! 
Average 10n ..- 7 "'- -- 13· · 16~72... · ._ ]2.50 · 6 .42 
I 
. I : . 
" -
.;.,....- . ~ 
-. 
•. . 




- . - 4> 
; 
- . -


















. . - --










23 ' ., 
• 1, ,• 
24 
\_ 25 
. 26 . 
27 
28 
_. zg . 
30 . 


























" No. a·f No. of 
Words · Sentences - · 
100 ~ 6 
100 7 • 
~ 
100 7 
100 . ·. 5 
100 8 
' 100~ 6 .· 
100 6 
- . 
' 100 5 
100 5 
100 - 5 
. 100 7 
' 100 • 5· 
100. ' 7 
. 

































Average :.;;-_, ~ of' 
Sentence -~~ Unfam. 
Lenqth · ·o:r Words 
- 17 
~ 14 
































15 . 0 
Ra'r'J 
Score 




























. 6 . 56 
.. 






































' I n 
-. --~--~- .. I i 
Sampl,e. • Page "No·.' of No.:. ·of ~o. of • ~ge· · %. of Ra\<~ - G'rad ~-Lsvel 
Number No. Words Sentences Unfam. Sentence Unfam. • Score Corrected 































. 100 ' \: 
- ~ 
~,;::.::R~, 














..;; 7. 34 
6.20 
. 9110 .. 
7,[8 . 
7l8- . l 
1 20 7 5.73 . sL6. 
17' 14 . 6.67 14 
· 6 . : 20 6 5 . sa .. sL & 8 


















·' , ~ .• ' .. , 
I 
. ' 







\..:.-/ ·• :·. I ~ 
,., .·· 
·.. · . . ;. 







~~ TABLE XXIII 
READABILITY·OATA DERIVED FROM SEVENTH-GRAD£ SOCIAL STODIES TEXTBOOKS, 
. . 
) " . . GINN STUD'ES I~ CANADIAN HISTORY, PUBLISHEB BY 
. ~ ~ . ·""'-., ' 
GINN -AND COMPANY · _ . 
l 
• I . -
· Sample 
. ,Number 
Page - No. · of rio. of No. of.. Average· ~ of Raw · Grade-Level 
No._· · Words .. Sentences Unfam. Sentence . Unfam. Score - ·cort ec}:ed 
~ ~lords Len~th . ~lords : ·_ 
- . - I 
- ~ . 
,. 
THE VOYAGEURS 
·'· I -·· . . . 10 · 100 4 19 25 19. - · 7. 78 9~10 
-- ~ .. - -·'f"t··· 20 100 6 . ·9 17 · ~. ·g 5.,88 5]16 
" ' 
THE FUR FORT ~ 
' " . 1 - 10 . ' 100 5 . . 8 20 ' 8 • 5. 89 5 16 . 
- · .- ~ ' ·.:.. 2 _ 20 _ . 100 6 _ - .. 11 . 1 i .. , n ; 6. 20 · _ . ita _ 
NOMADS OF THE SHIELf • " . • ~. ~ •. I . 
. ~ 1 · 10. ~o· . 4 14- 25 14 6. 99 · gf 10 
-. _, _2 20 100 4 10 . 25 10', 6.36 - 7i 8 
.COLONISTS AT PORT ROYAL ·\ ' . 0 • I· . 
../ : 1 · g 100 . 5 16 · - 20 ' 1-6 7,15· 9f 10 
• . 2 • 20 _10? 5 • 14 ... : 20 . 14 . 6.84 . . 718 
.. . 




I , . • l 
Average · · 100 5 - 13 21.·12 12.62 6.64 7:..8 
. ,- ' 1.0 
. =~ .. 1.0\... 
&.> " ' . • 
r - . . 
.:: .... 
- . . ~ :, . . _. - ~ " . . . :.. . 









... ' . 
• ' ' 
' 













I 5 - 0 
·. 6 
' 





~ - . . i·O. ~ . 







• . . l 
... 
' 





































































CANADA Ar!O HER NEiGHBOURS. PUBLISHED BY. 
G-INN AND cor~PANY_ 





















. 5· . ' 
~. ~ so . . 
- ·: ' -'~5 



































' · . . 
. , 























' : 20 

























I 4 • 
10 
2 ' 

























Grc!de -Level · 
cdrrected 







- 15-6 ' 
15-6 
5-.:6 l : 
~ b.:6 
4. 78 .: . t·4 .
5.26 \ -6 
:. I .. . 
5.89 ·. ·' 5-:6 
s_-42 . l6 
• 1 • • • A 




















: t • 
Page 
·No. 






19 . 190 
20 .," 200 
· 21 
































.... ; _j;:"- ~ t 
9 
.. No. of. 




















TAB~E- XXIV (cont! d) . 
No. of ' Average 
Unfarr.. • Sentence 
. Words Length'. 






6 20 . 
. • . 
-
.9 . 0 20' 
5 14 
-
. 5 20 


















8 - 6.04 
. . 
9 5·.8s 
0 - 4.35 = 
6 5.58 
9 · e ·. 6.05' 
5 5.14 


















































7 : . 









































READABILITY DATA DERIVED FROM SEVENTH-GP~DE SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOK. 
·-

























EXPLORING 'woRLD HISTORY. PUBLISHED BY . . '-. 
·. GLOBE AND CO,KPAt!Y 








5 . . 
. 
6 : • 
5 '' . 







. 6 € 
. 6 
7. 0 





















































3 .1 •. 94 
-
8 ~.61 




16 . . 7.15 
4 
.. 
16 . 6.99 • .. 
4 5.10 





. 21 7.66 . 




.. 8 5.?3 
14 . 




























7-8 0 ., 
"' 7-8 . 













. 21 ·. 
' . 


















. . 190 . 
.. 200 
'210 


















·-No. of , No. of . 
Words ' Sentences 
. 100 . 5 
" . 100 9 
. 100 9 
100 7 . 
100 7 
100 9 




. 100 11 
. 100 7 
100 7 . 
/ 100 . 7 . . 
100· . . 9' 
100 8 
100 .-. . 9 





















' 14 ' 
·8 
9 
. . 3 






















































14 ~ 13 
11 15. 
13 12 
11 . ' 17 






























































TABLE XXV (cont 'd) 
" 

































. f · 
I. 
TABLE XXVI 
READABILITY D/\TI\T IJERIVEn FRO!·~ SEVENTH-GBAQE SCIENCE TEXTBOOK 
EXPLORING SCIENCE-STAG£ ONE, PUBLISHED ·BY 
~ f1AO;ILLAN OF CANADA 
' No. of _No. of·. 
Words · Sentences 


























c- t! 0. 
:.-..... 
; 
: ..- .. 
·. TABLE XXVI (cont 'd) 
Sample P.age . No. of No. of No. of Average % of Raw Grade-Leve 1 
Number No . 1-lords Sentences Unfam. Sentence Unfam. Score Corrected 
·words Length Words 
~ 16 160 100 . 11 
. 9 9 . 9 5.50 5-6 
<? , 
' .... 
·,' 17 . 170 . 100 ,•. '7 . 13 14 .• ~, 14 6.40 7-8 
18 . 180 . 100 8 . : .13 14 .13 6.40 7-8 
19 . 189 
I 100 7 ' .- 29 14 29 8.92 11-12 
20 .. ; 200 100 9 35 11 35 9.71 13~15 
.. 
-. 21 · 211 
-
100 . 9 14 11 14 5AO 7~8 
\·· 22 220 100 - 7.35 9-10 ,, - I ' 7 19 14 19 
. 23 230 -, _ 100 . : . 5 18 20 IS 7.47 
' 
- 9-10 . 
24 .. - 239 ,-·_ 
. 100 9 ... ·13 11 13 6.24 7-8 , , . I' 
25 . 2SO ' . . 100 . 6 7 17 7 5.57 · s:..G 
' 
- . 7.93 9-10 26 . 260 . 100 4 - 20 I 25. .20 . '~ \ 
' ,· . 9-10 27 270 . JOO 8 · 18 13 • 18 . . 7.10 
28 ' 280 . wo 5 19 20 19 . 7 ;63" . - 9-'10 . : ~ ~-. , . 
~ "~ I .. . : 
. ' .29 . . 290 I 100 .. , 5 8 20 a· :: 7.63 9-10 ,., . <J' 
. 
.) 
30 300 · . 100 7 27 - 14 27 - 8.61 11-12 ·~ 
' 31 310 ·100 8 22 13 22 7.73 . .9-10 ...... . .. 0 
7..:8 
-....J . 32 • . 
.320 . 100 . 7 ll· 14 11" 6.08 . , 
. 
' 












TABLE XXVJ (cont'd) 
. ' . , .. 
~- --~----------~--~~----------------------------------~------------~----------~--
Sample' P.age .. ·No. of No..-· of No: of -Average % of Raw Grade--Level 
Number · . ., No. - Words · . . ~ert _ces Unfam. Sehtef.lce Unfam. Score e Corrected 
• 
0 \·lords Length Hords 
...... . . 
. f . • " 
33 
34 
330 . · . .. _ ... . 1 OQ . - _sg 12 • 
340 , 1 oc) · _. · . e . z n 
35_ ~ . 350 . 

















100 _. ., .. ( . 6 
·-·1 -on~ . . : .6 










































. -14 . 
· 20 


















































3 30 '( 
' 4 40 
. 
5 - 49 
6 - 60 
7 70 
· .. 8 80 
9 90 . 
1 a.; ·,. -- - 100 
. 11 _,-r · \no 
. . 
-
12 - . 
-120 
13 130 
14 .. 140 












~ - ~ 
;> ; 
TABLE' XXVI I 
RE~DABILITY DATA, DERIVED FROM EIGHTH-GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES TEX.TBOOK,_· 
. BRITAIN. - THE GROw-TH OF FREEDQf~, PUBLISHED BY 
J J4. DENT .AND SONS (CANADA) ·LTD •. 
No;~!, No. of No. of Aver-age % of . Ravi 
Words Sentences Unfam. Sentence Unfam. Score 
Words Le.ngth Words 
. 
100 4 . 10 25 10 6.36 
. : -~--1 00 3 14 33 . ' . 14- 7.51) 
~-100 4 ' 8 .25' ' 8 6.04 
- \. 
100 4 20 25 20 7.93 
100 8 . 14 1.3 14 . . 6. 49 
100 5 10 2.0 . 10 ~ 6. 21 
. 
100 6 - 21 ~ 17 21 7.78 
' , ' 
100 4' .. . 13 - · 25 13 6.83 
100 3 19 • 33 19 - 8.~ 
100 5 1.1 20 14 - 6~84 
-
1 oo-"' 5 -20 20 '20 . 7. 79 
' 
100 6 · 19' 
-
17 r 19 7 .. 46 
. 100 - 4 . . J ' 8 --25 8 6.04. 
100 3 7 . . 33 r 6.41J 











· · · _- GradE'-level 
Corrected 
.: · 
h~ 7~~ ' . : _-

































TABLE XXVII (~ont'd) ) -,, _, J . 2. • ..... . ...... . .
.~ . 
Sample Page No. of No. of Uo. of Average % of ·Raw~ Gra·d~ leve 1 
Number No. ·Words Sentences Unfam. .Sentence . Unfam. Score Corrected 
Words Length WQrds 
"' 
31 · 310 100 5 . 18 . 20 18 
.. 
7.47 )I 9-10. I . 
. 32 320 100 5 25 . 20 25 8.58 11-12 




34 340 .. 100 4 . 2t' .- 25. 27 - 9.04 13-15 
. . 
35 . 3'50 100 6 . 16 17 . 16 6.90 . . 9-10 
I . . 
' 
- 36 360 100 4 23 . 25 ., 23 8-.41 11-12 
., 
37 370 100 ' 3 ?.3' 33 23 8.~? 11-12 
. 
. 
. \ . . 38 380 100 4 23 2'5 23 8-.41' ' 11-12 b 





\ 40 400 100 . 4 16 25 16 7.30 9-10 \: . 





Total 4100 . 193 705 '963 - ·. 
· ~· I 
























~ TABLE XXVII (cont'd) 
. No ·. of No. of 
Sentences . Unfam. 
Wo-rds · 











:--6. \ -~ ' ' 


































230 . 100 
240 . ~ 10? 
250 ., 100 
-260 100 
270 100 
280 ' 100 
2800 
100 
.• , ·. 
;r 
... 
TABLE XXVIII {cont'd) 
No. of No. of Average 
Sentences · Unfam·. Sentence 




5 . 13· 
, 
~ 6 : . 6 ' 17 








6· 12 17 
5 .3 < 20 






8 6 :. . 13 
( .t · ·14 ~ · · 7 11 . 




165 257 506 
. 







.. \~'1' 1' ; . ., .. ' 0 . , t 0 • . . £ ... 




% of· · Rav1 Grade-Level 
UnfaJTJ. Score Corrected 
!·!or"tis ~:t 
• p ... \ 
5 5.05 s-6 
6 15.41 5-6~ 
8 5.52 5-6 
9 5.83 5-6 
6 5.58 . 5~6 
12 6.36 7-8 ( 3 5.10 5-6 
-
4 5.10 5-6 
7 5.57 5-~ :-
. . · ·~ 5.20 . 5-6 . 
. 
<. 
• 14 6.99 9-10 
. 
llr 6.08- 7-8 
13 . 6.83 '7-8 
' 
._,. " 
\ " 9 .17· . 6. 00 7-8 
' 
. f . · N 



















































.),•_,.,. . ,. 
' 
~ -
. TABLE. XXV I I I ~-/ 
.,. 
. . . - / 

























·SOU!HfRN LANDS, PUBLISHED . B.Y · • , J 
. ' . ~t!D cn••PMJY : ' / 
~-





























12 ' '\ 

































































•• '6; 99 














6'-7 _,~ ~.36 7-8 
6.67 ·7-8 
5.61 - 5-6 





































c::.· _ , 




' TABLE XXIX · · 
. ; .. 
READABiLITY" oJIT~DERIVED ~RDr4 EIGHT~-GRA0E SCIENCE TEXTBOO~ 
I . E_~PLORING SCIENCE . - STAG~ n!D. PUBLISHED BY- . . 
· MArMILLAH OF CANADA 
... 
~ 
No. of · No . of. · No·,' of Average 
Sentence 
Length 
% of · " Raw 
·Words . · Sentences , Unfam . Unfam. Score 
l.fords \·lords 





































• 8 . 
. 7 











. . 10- ,, - 20 
__ ... -
' P ··v1a 
11 . . 18 
13 13 
• 14 . .,".. w 
20 
( . . 
1-7 








. . 23 . 


















·no · . '100 
. 
120 . ·100 
130 100 
~i4o 100 







. 9 ~ 
A .e-fCJ . 
. 23 . 









. 13. -~· . 
" J 19 
~ ? 
e . •. 
24 
·. '). . 
-·.· 
:.. 



































.., Total · 
Average· 
' • 0 
':: 





































. . ~.I 
- ~ · 
'-i~t 
TABLE .. ~XXIX {cont_'d) 
· Ng_. ··of 0 
Sentences· 





13- . 14 
_J 
7 -- '6 
11 ·_ . 10 
] . ,. 15 
-6 ' 16 
7 16 
5 ' 22 . 
7 ' 1:7 . 
4 10 
9 19 
4 . 29 
. 
.30l'l 692 • 
' 
' 7 17 
. . 

























%: of · 
_Unfam. 






































































·1' , " ) .' ,. 
'> 
'l • • ~ 
TABLE xpx _.{cont'CIY ; 
-
. .. . 
0 -...:;; 
""-.... · - - . ~ . - .· 
. Sample Page .. $ No. of No. of No. of Average · · ~ or· ~ R·av:. Grade-level 
.. 
- . . 
. 
_, 















= 170 : 
180 




23 . 230 
· , ~ 












26(1; . J 
' 270 .c -












. 100 .. 0 t '6 
· io.o 
' . 
' 9 . 
10'0 6 
100 . 6 ' 
100 ' . 10 
r'oo 8 " 
100 7 
100 • . 7 • 




100. 6 . 
\lords . Leng-th · .~-lords • 
. ' 
' -p ' 19 19 . 7. 3.5' 9-10 
21· ·· 14 21 . 7.66 ·9-10 
. . 
. 
. 10 . 20 10 6 ,. 2;, 7-8 
= 4
.17 · . 
. ' 19 
... 
lg... . . 7 .46"-
•o . . 
·.9-10' 
17 11 '17 . ' . 6.87 - 7-8 
. 20 '17 20 7.62 . 9-10 / . 
- 13· · 17.. 13 .6.52 7~8 
+ : 
: -9 10 .. 9 5.6_1 5-6 
( 
14 1_3. :: .... >. 14 
p 
6.49 . 7-a· 
. ' • 16 -. 14 . .. 16 .. 6.87 " 7-8 
16 . . 14 16 . 6.87 .7-8 
~· .. 
19 ld '19_ 7.35 9-10 · 
. 15 17 . . 15 - 6: 83 -7-8 
~ ~ 
. 
14 . 20 1.4·_ 6.84 ' 7':'8 
14 17 14 6.67 7-8 : 
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-._s 
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